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Background  

 

Knee osteoarthritis is one of the leading causes of disability among people aged 65 

years and over. Radiographic studies of US and European populations aged ≥45 

years show high prevalence rates for osteoarthritis of the knee: 14.1% for men and 

22.8% for women (Woolf and Pfleger, 2003).In Japan 20 % of individuals aged 

≥40 was estimated to have radiographic knee osteoarthritis, placing knee 

osteoarthritis fourth among diseases that cause disabilities and limitations in 

activities of daily living (Muraki et al., 2011). In view of the ageing of the 

population these numbers are expected to increase.  

Osteoarthritis is characterized by focal areas of loss of articular cartilage 

within synovial joints, which are associated with hypertrophy of bone (osteophytes 

and subchondral bone sclerosis) and thickening of the capsule. Clinically, the 

condition is characterized by joint pain, tenderness, limitation of movement, 

crepitus, occasional effusion, and variable degrees of local inflammation.  Patients 

with knee osteoarthritis mainly complain about pain, limitations in knee bending 

and walking and mobility in general (Burks., 2002). Compared with the general 

population, patients have a lower health-related quality of life, mainly due to 

functional limitations (Nunez et al., 2007).  

Patients with knee osteoarthritis have problems with walking, and tend to 

walk slower than controls (Zeni and Higginson., 2009). Walking ability is not only 

limited by pain, also the sensation of the knee shifting, buckling, or giving way is 

common in people with medial knee osteoarthritis (Fitzgerald et al., 2004), 

suggesting that the stability of knee movement may be reduced. Furthermore, knee 

osteoarthritis patients fall more than their healthy peers (Levienger et al., 2011), 

indicating that in addition to the stability of the knee itself overall stability of gait 

may be impaired. These impairments may be interrelated as it has been reported 

that knee pain was significantly associated with multiple falls in women (Muraki et 

al., 2011).  
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Over the last decades, Knee Replacement (KR) has become one of the 

most frequently applied interventions in knee osteoarthritis (Moran & Horton., 

2000). Survival rates (measured as time until a revision operation) are high (Ewald 

et al., 1999; Gill, Joshi & Mills., 1999; Robertsson, Scott & Freeman., 2000), and 

complications are usually transient (Kim et al., 2003). Patients' reports suggest 

excellent results, but functional scores tend to be disappointing when compared to, 

for instance, hip replacement (Walsh et al., 1998; Salmon et al., 2001). The main 

outcome of KR is pain reduction (Brander et al., 2003), but function doesn’t 

improve as much (Franklin et al., 2008). In particular, Activities of Daily Living, 

such as walking, stair climbing, rising from a low chair, entering or leaving a car, 

or a bathtub, may remain problematic for quite some time after KR (e.g., Bardsley 

& Cleary., 1999; Finch et al., 1998; Jones et al., 2000; March et al., 1999; Shields, 

Enlow & Leo., 1999). It has been reported almost 45% of osteoarthritis patients 

who fell pre-operatively fell again in the first post-operative year (Swinkels et al., 

2009). In the majority of cases where functional scores lag behind expectations, no 

peripheral, local, specific pathology can be found (Andrew Amis; Hans van den 

Berg; René Verdonk; personal communications, 2003). The question thus is: What 

is wrong in patients, whose functional recovery after KR lags behind expectations, 

while specific complications appear to be absent?  

Walking speed appears to be a good measure of physical functioning in 

osteoarthritis, as it is reliable, valid, and sensitive, and correlates with functional 

ability (Fritz and Lusardi., 2009). Improvement in usual gait speed predicts a 

substantial reduction in mortality and because gait speed is easily measurable, 

clinically interpretable, and potentially modifiable, it may be a useful ‘‘vital sign’’ 

for older adults in general (Hardy et al., 2007). Therefore, recovery of gait speed in 

KR is of particular interest (Chapter 2). As mentioned above, stability of knee 

movement as well as stability of the overall gait pattern may be affected in knee 

osteoarthritis and limit gait performance, but it is unknown how these are changed 

in knee osteoarthritis and recover after KR. Therefore, we performed a longitudinal 
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study with a group of osteoarthritis patients compared to single measurement in a 

group of healthy peers and a group of young adults. The subsequent Chapters 

provide results of more detailed analyses of gait, and of knee and trunk stability in 

osteoarthritis patients before and after KR. 

 

Recovery of gait speed in knee osteoarthritis patient after KR 

 

Patients with knee osteoarthritis have problems with walking, and tend to walk 

slower than controls. Functional recovery is an important aim of KR and walking 

speed may be a useful variable to monitor it. Still, there are problems in the 

measurement of walking speed in knee osteoarthritis patients. 

Questionnaires are often used, but may be insufficiently valid, since 

patients tend to overestimate their own performance post-operatively, when pain 

has decreased (Witvrouw et al., 2002; Terwee et al., 2006). Therefore, walking 

speed needs to be assessed objectively. Test-retest reliability of objectively 

measured walking speed is high, with most reported IntraClass Correlations (ICCs) 

at or above 0.9 (Fulk and Echternach., 2008; Wittwer et al., 2008). Thus, when the 

same researcher measures the same subjects repeatedly, within a reasonably short 

time interval, values will be similar. However, the methodology used has a major 

impact on results. Analyzing twin pairs, Pajala et al (Pajala  et al., 2005) concluded 

that about half the variance of measured walking speed derived from the 

environment and the methodology of walking tests. In a review of clinical studies, 

Graham et al (Graham  et al., 2008) confirmed the latter point, and argued that 

"subtle differences in ... instructions" (p. 870) may affect the results. In other words, 

even factors the researchers are hardly aware of, such as the timbre of a voice or 

clutter in the lab, may co-determine self-selected walking speed.  

There is a vast literature on prognostic factors in knee replacement. For 

instance, co-morbidity (Lingard et al., 2004) and higher age (Singh et al., 2010) 

may slow down functional recovery, while unicompartmental KR, in comparison 
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with Total KR (Newman et al., 1998), or the use of a clinical pathway (Barbieri et 

al., 2009), may speed up recovery. Over 80% of knee osteoarthritis patients have 

one or more co-morbid conditions (Stang et al., 2006), most of which affect 

walking speed (Van Dijk et al., 2008). Exclusion criteria used in different studies 

on recovery of gait speed may affect outcomes. 

Considering all the potential sources of heterogeneity in studies on gait 

speed in osteoarthritis, Ornetti and co-workers (Ornetti et al., 2010) expressed the 

belief that a valid meta-analysis of walking speed recovery after KR is presently 

out of reach. Still, they reported a mean increase of walking speed of 0.16 m/s (= 

0.58 km/h), which appears to be large enough to be clinically important, and may 

well turn out to be statistically significant in meta-analysis. 

Meta-regression analysis was developed to deal with the problem of 

between-study variance or heterogeneity, by pinpointing variables that contribute 

to this variance. To the best of our knowledge, Chapter 2 presents the first meta-

regression of the effects of KR on walking speed. We hypothesized a) large 

variance in the first period after replacement (because of variability in post-

operative recovery), but b) still a clear effect, which, however, c) would become 

smaller after some time (because of co-morbid conditions or age-related diseases 

gaining importance). 

 

Knee stability in knee osteoarthritis patients  

 

Patients with knee osteoarthritis often report that they feel unstable (Fitzgerald et 

al., 2004). They may suffer from buckling or giving way, and even falling. 

Orthopedic surgeons use knee joint laxity to assess (in)stability, but recently, self-

reported instability was shown to be unrelated to knee joint laxity (Schmitt et al., 

2008). So, the question is how to objectively measure (in)stability in patients with 

knee osteoarthritis. 
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Joint laxity refers to static stability, while giving way and falling occur 

during movements, thus, implying problems with dynamic stability (Reeves et al., 

2007). For ‘‘dynamic stability” of, say, walking, the question is if, after a 

perturbation, the subject continues to walk in the same way as before. Since human 

motor control is noisy (Van Gemmert and Van Galen., 1997), and the human 

environment hardly ever homogeneous, one may assume that small perturbations 

occur all the time. The magnitude of such perturbations is then reflected in the 

variability of the gait pattern from stride to stride. However, the variability does 

not quantify how the individual responds to these perturbations to correct towards 

the planned movement pattern. The effect of such corrections can be quantified by 

means of analyzing the local dynamic stability (Kang and Dingwell., 2006a; Bruijn 

et al., 2009a).  

We therefore studied (Chapter 3) treadmill walking at different speeds in 

knee osteoarthritis patients before and after replacement surgery, and assessed 

maximum walking speed, local dynamic stability (λS and λL), and variability of 

sagittal knee movements. Questions were: 1. Are these measures different in knee 

osteoarthritis patients than in controls? And 2. Do they change after surgery? We 

hypothesized that both questions would be answered in the positive, and added: 3. 

How to interpret such differences and changes in terms of the actual stability 

problems of patients with knee osteoarthritis (i.e., falling)? 

 

Co-contraction in knee osteoarthritis patients  

 

In knee osteoarthritis patients, knee pain (Heiden et al., 2009), effusion (Torry et 

al., 2000), and feeling unstable (Schmitt and Rudolph., 2007) may alter muscle 

activity. Over the last decade, muscle activation patterns in gait have drawn 

considerable attention in the knee osteoarthritis literature, and it was concluded that 

patients co-contract more than controls (e.g., Benedetti et al., 1999; Zeni et al., 

2009). Co-contraction may be beneficial, but can also increase joint loading, 
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possibly leading to further loss of cartilage. Hence, to optimize treatment, we need 

to know why patients co-contract, that is: What is the effective stimulus for, and 

what are the possible advantages of, co-contraction? Potential answers in the 

literature mainly relate to alignment, stability, and variability. 

 In Chapter 4, we focused on mechanisms and benefits of co-contraction at 

different gait speeds in patients with severe knee osteoarthritis. Alignment, local 

dynamic stability, fear of movement / reinjury, and kinematic variability were the 

variables of interest. The study established if patients co-contracted longer than 

controls and multivariate analyses were used to determine which variables 

independently predicted co-contraction. Patients were also followed post-

operatively, and it was hypothesized that predictor variables (from the pre-

operative multivariate analyses) would change in the same direction as co-

contraction time after knee replacement.  

 

Overall gait stability in knee osteoarthritis patients  

 

Falling is among the most common and serious problems facing the elderly and 

constitutes a major cause of mortality, reduced functioning and premature nursing 

home placement (van Dieën and Pijnappels 2008) and it has been reported (Fallah-

Yakhdani et al., 2010; Levienger et al., 2011) that knee osteoarthritis patients fall 

more than their healthy peers.  

Gait changes in knee osteoarthritis involve changes in trunk kinematics 

particularly in the frontal plane and have been suggested to be aimed at unloading 

the affected knee (Mundermann et al., 2005; Hunt et al., 2008; Hurt et al., 2010; 

van der Esch et al., 2011) which could negatively affect balance. Due to the trunk’s 

large mass and its cranial position, control of this segment is crucial for balance in 

gait (Grabiner et al., 2008).  

Mediolateral perturbations of gait elicit reductions in stride time and an 

increase in step width, which have been suggested to stabilize gait in this direction 
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(McAndrew et al., 2011; Hak et al., submitted). Mediolateral foot placement is 

coordinated with mediolateral trunk movement in gait of young and elderly healthy 

subjects (Hurt et al., 2010), but it is unknown whether knee osteoarthritis patients 

increase cadence and step width as part of a stabilizing strategy.  

In Chapter 5, we investigated trunk motions related to gait stability and 

potential stabilizing strategies at different gait speeds. We measured classical 

measures of balance in gait (i.e. trunk mediolateral movement amplitude, and the 

distance between the projection of this segment to the edge of the base of support), 

variability of trunk movement and the time finite maximum Lyapunov exponent of 

trunk movement. We hypothesized (1) that trunk motions would be indicative of 

less stable gait in osteoarthritis patients compared to healthy elderly and in healthy 

elderly compared to young adults, (2) that strategies to stabilize gait would be most 

pronounced in the osteoarthritis patients, followed by the healthy elderly and least 

in the young adults. Furthermore we explored the relation of trunk motion 

characteristics and stabilizing gait strategies with the number of falls reported by 

the participants and the relations between the stabilizing strategies and trunk 

movements. 

In summary the overall aims of the longitudinal study presented in this 

thesis, were to provide insight into functional limitations in knee osteoarthritis 

patients and in recovery after KR with a focus on gait function. To this end, we 

compared gait speed, gait kinematics and stability between osteoarthritis patients 

and controls, and followed patients for 1 year after KR. In addition we studied 

potential compensatory strategies such as increased co-contraction around the knee 

and adaptations of step width and step length.  
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Abstract 

 

Knee osteoarthritis patients have problems with walking, and tend to walk slower. 

An important aim of knee arthroplasty is functional recovery, which should include 

a post-operative increase of walking speed. Still, there are several problems with 

measuring walking speed in groups of knee osteoarthritis patients. Nevertheless, 

test-retest reliability of walking speed measures is high, and when the same 

investigators monitor the same subjects, it should be possible to assess the walking 

speed effects of knee arthroplasty. The present study reports a meta-analysis of 

these effects. A total of 16 independent pre-post arthroplasty comparisons of 

walking speed were identified through MEDLINE, Web of Science, and PEDro, in 

12 papers, concerning 419 patients. For 0.5-5 months post-operatively, 

heterogeneity was too large to reach a valid estimate of the overall effect-size. For 

6-12 and 13-60 months post-operatively, heterogeneity was absent, low, or 

moderate (depending on estimated pre-post correlations). In those time periods, 

subjects walked on average 0.8 standard deviations faster than pre-operatively, 

which is a large effect. Meta-regression analysis gave significant effects of time 

and time squared, suggesting initial improvement and then decline. Knee 

arthroplasty has a large effect on walking speed, possibly large enough for return to 

the level of healthy peers. The lack of untreated control groups precludes causal 

interpretation. The number of studies was low, and relevant information was often 

not given in the studies analyzed, which rendered it impossible to reach any 

conclusions as to factors relevant to rapid or lasting functional recovery. 
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Introduction  

 

Patients with knee osteoarthritis have problems with walking, and tend to walk 

slower than controls. Functional recovery is an important aim of unicompartmental 

(UKA) or total (TKA) knee arthroplasty in patients with symptomatic osteoarthritis, 

and walking speed may be a useful variable to monitor the functional effects of 

knee arthroplasty. Still, there are problems in the measurement of walking speed in 

groups of knee osteoarthritis patients. 

Questionnaires are often used, but may be insufficiently valid, since post-

operative patients tend to overestimate their own performance when pain has 

decreased (Witvrouw et al., 2002; Terwee et al., 2006). Clearly, walking speed 

needs to be assessed objectively. However, the methodology of walking tests has a 

major impact on results. Analyzing twin pairs, Pajala (Pajala et al., 2005) 

concluded that about half the variance of measured walking speed derived from the 

environment and the methodology of walking tests. In a review of clinical studies, 

Graham (Graham et al., 2008) confirmed the latter point, and argued that "subtle 

differences in ... instructions" (p. 870) may affect the results. In other words, even 

factors the researchers are hardly aware of, such as the timbre of a voice or clutter 

in the lab, may co-determine self-selected walking speed. Finally, there is the 

problem of the notion of patient "groups". As to the primary diagnosis, such a 

group may be homogeneous, but over 80% of knee osteoarthritis patients have one 

or more co-morbid conditions (Stang et al., 2006), most of which affect walking 

speed (Van Dijk et al., 2008). Hence, walking speeds in patient groups are almost 

certainly heterogeneous. 

There is a vast literature on prognostic factors in knee arthroplasty. For 

instance, co-morbidity (Lingard et al., 2004) and higher age (Singh et al., 2010) 

may slow down functional recovery, while UKA, in comparison with TKA 

(Newman et al., 1998), or the use of a clinical pathway (Barbieri et al., 2009), may 

speed up recovery. In response to all this heterogeneity, Ornetti and co-workers 
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(Ornetti et al., 2010) expressed the belief that a valid meta-analysis of walking 

speed recovery after knee arthroplasty is presently out of reach. Still, Ornetti et al., 

reported a mean increase of walking speed of 0.16 m/s (= 0.58 km/h), which 

appears to be large enough to be clinically important, and may well turn out to be 

statistically significant in meta-analysis. 

Test-retest reliability of walking speed is high, with most reported 

IntraClass Correlations (ICCs) at or above 0.9 (Fulk and Echternach, 2008; 

Wittwer et al., 2008). Thus, when the same researcher measures the same subjects 

repeatedly, within a reasonably short time interval, values will be similar. Still, in 

meta-analyses of the walking speed effects of arthroplasty, large between-study 

variance has to be expected. Meta-regression analysis was developed to deal with 

this problem, by pinpointing variables that contribute to this variance. 

   To the best of our knowledge, the present study is the first meta-analysis of 

the effects of knee arthroplasty on walking speed. We hypothesized a) large 

variance in the first period after arthroplasty (because of variability in post-

operative recovery), but b) still a clear effect, which, however, c) would become 

smaller after some time (because of co-morbid conditions or age-related diseases 

gaining importance). 

 

Methods 

Literature search 

 

In August 2009, a search was performed in MEDLINE, Web of Science, the 

Cochrane Library, and PEDro, with combinations of the search terms: knee, 

osteoarthritis, walking, gait, velocity, speed, replacement, arthroplasty, and surgery. 

Full English reports were included of studies on knee osteoarthritis patients who 

underwent knee arthroplasty, with mean values and standard deviations of pre- and 

post-operative walking speed. To decide on relevance, two members of our 

research group (H.A.-B. and H.R.F.-Y.) inspected titles and abstracts of all papers, 
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and selected "eligible" studies (Moher et al., 2009), with reviewer agreement 

expressed as Cohen's kappa, and open discussion to resolve disagreement. Two 

authors (H.A.-B. and O.G.M.) read all eligible papers, established which papers 

contained the information needed, and made the definitive selection of studies 

included. 

 

Data description 

 

Two authors (H.A.-B. and O.G.M.) extracted all relevant data from the papers 

selected. The number of subjects was registered, plus potentially relevant 

variables—UKA vs. TKA, distance walked, gender (% male), age, BMI, and any 

measures of disease severity, co-morbidity, pain, or function. From all studies, self-

selected (comfortable) walking speed (mean ± SD) before and after arthroplasty 

was entered. For descriptive purposes, absolute numbers were used. For walking 

speed, weighted means were calculated, with standard error of the mean as 

weighting factor. Since standard deviations were not always given for age and BMI, 

these variables were weighted with the number of subjects per study. 

 

Meta-analyses 

 

Effect-sizes (ESs) were calculated as (Becker, 1988):  

post pre

pre

M M
ES

SD

−
= , 

Where Mpre is the mean pre-operative value, Mpost the mean post-operative value, 

and SDpre the pre-operative standard-deviation. The variance of the single-study ES 

is a function of the number of subjects, the actual ES, and the within-study 

correlation, rP, between pre- and post-values (Morris and DeShon, 2002). 

Unfortunately, papers rarely report this correlation. It can be calculated from 
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quantitative results of repeated measures tests. In the present study, rP was 

determined where that was possible. To establish if lower or higher values of rP 

would affect the conclusions, all procedures were subsequently rerun for 

correlations of 0.0 through 0.9. 

The overall ES was calculated using standard methods (Cooper and 

Hedges, 1994), and if the Q-statistic for heterogeneity was not significant, a fixed 

effects model was applied, otherwise a random effects model. The significance of 

the ES was determined with a standard-normal Z-test (Cooper and Hedges, 1994). 

The clinical literature suggests an initial improvement of function after arthroplasty 

(Kennedy et al., 2008), followed by a plateau (Gandhi et al., 2010), and after some 

time often (Gandhi et al., 2010), but not always (Newman et al., 2009), a decline. 

This pattern suggests that short-term, mid-term, and long-term walking speed 

effects of knee arthroplasty should be differentiated. We plotted all effect-sizes 

over time, and used this plot to select cutting points between “short-term”, “mid-

term”, and “long-term”.  

 

Meta-regression 

 

To quantitatively capture heterogeneity, I2 was calculated, i.e., the percentage 

between-study variance in the total variance of ES (Higgins and Green, 2008). The 

literature gives 25% as "low" heterogeneity, 50% as "moderate", and 75% as 

"high" (Higgins et al., 2003). Accordingly, if I2 ≥ 75%, the overall ES was regarded 

as uninterpretable. 

Meta-regression was used to assess the impact of relevant factors on ES 

with high heterogeneity (Thompson and Higgins., 2002). These factors had to be 

mentioned in at least 10 studies. A random-effects regression model for meta-

analysis (Berkey et al., 1995) was implemented in MATLAB 7.0.4 (and a subset of 

the calculations validated with SAS 9.1, which gave the same, or very similar, 

results). Per variable, the regression coefficient B and its P- value were calculated. 
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Note that for multivariate meta-regression analysis, a minimum of 10 studies is 

required for each covariate (Borenstein et al., 2009). 

 

Results 

 

Initially, the search yielded 64 papers (Figure 1). The reviewers agreed on 20 

eligible studies, disagreeing 4 times (kappa = 0.64, indicating "good agreement"; 

Landis and Koch, 1977). Open discussions led to one more eligible paper. Then, 

two authors designated 12 papers as "definitely relevant". 

From these papers, data on high tibial osteotomy (Weidenhielm et al., 

1993a; Börjesson et al., 2005), or healthy subjects (Mandeville et al., 2008), were 

discarded. When the studies presented different subgroups (e.g., receiving different 

physical therapy regimens (Weidenhielm et al., 1993b; Rahmann et al., 2009), or 

patients with different severity of osteoarthritis (Bermanet al., 1978), these were 

regarded as different pre-post comparisons, which led to 16 independent 

comparisons, labeled as "studies" (cf. Table 1, which includes six references (Kroll 

et al., 1989; Mattsson et al., 1990; Ivarsson and Gillquist., 1991; Fusi et al., 2002; 

Parent and Moffet., 2002; Lamb and Frost., 2003) not mentioned in the text so far). 

No untreated control group was used in any study. Of the 16 studies, 9 were 

concerned with TKA, 6 with UKA, and 1 with a mix (12% UKA). Several studies 

measured more than once, from 0.5-60 months post-operatively, which added 13 

dependent comparisons.  
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Figure 1.  Study selection  
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Table 1.   Main characteristics of the studies analyzed, numbers in the first 

column refer to pre- versus post-arthroplasty comparisons with different 

subjects, and letters to different post-operative measurement times. Where 

relevant, data are given as mean ± standard deviation 

 

 Study 
(reference) Na Arthro- 

plastyb 

Time post 

(months)h 
Distance 

walked (m) 
Walking Speed Gender 

m/fi 
Agej BMIj 

pre post 

1 Berman,  
1987  

B 16 
A 16 

TKA 18 3.8 0.58 ± 0.2 0.83 ± 0.2 NA 64.80   

2 
 B 12 

A 12 
TKAc 24 = 0.59 ± 0.2 0.71 ± 0.3 NA   

3a Kroll,  
1989  

B 18 
A 18 

TKA 5 10 0.84 ± 0.2 0.98 ± 0.2 7/11 68 27.43 

3b 
 B 18 

A 18 
= 13 = 0.84 ± 0.2 1.07 ± 0.1 =   

4 Mattsson, 
1990  

B 20 
A 20 

UKA 12 249.6 1.04 ± 0.2 1.24 ± 0.1 11/9 63 ± 4.5  

5 Ivarsson, 
1991  

B 10 
A 10 

UKA 6 10 0.83 ± 0.3 0.93 ± 0.2 4/6 64 ± 5  

6 Weidenhielm, 
1993a  

B 36 
A 36 

UKA 12 5 1.03 ± 0.2 1.19 ± 0.2 18/18 64 ± 5 28.1  

7 Weidenhielm, 
1993 b 

B 19 
A 19 

UKAd 3 5 1.13 ± 0.1 1.14 ± 0.1 11/8 64 ± 4 30.08 

8 
 B 20 

A 20 
UKA 3 = 1.09 ± 0.2 1.17 ± 0.1 11/9 63 ± 5 29.07 

9a Fusi,  
2002  

B 16 
A 13 

TKA 2 255 0.85 ± 0.2 0.81 ± 0.2 13/3 

NA 

72 ± 3.6 29.6 ± 5.2 

9b 
 B 16 

A 8 
= 6 243 0.85 ± 0.2 1.07 ± 0.2 =   

9c 
 B 16 

A 10 
= 12 321 0.85 ± 0.2 0.98 ± 0.2 =   

10a Parent,  
2002  

B 65 
A 65 

TKA 2 10 0.80 ± 0.3 0.70 ± 0.2 25/40 68.6 ± 8.7 31.2 ± 5.6 

10b 
 B 65 

A 64 
= 4 = 0.80 ± 0.3 0.90 ± 0.3 

25/40 

24/40 
  

11a Lamb, 
2003  

B 79 
A 68 

mixed 3 5 1.10 ± 0.5 1.34 ± 0.4 40/39 
36/32 

71.1 ± 6.4 29.0 ± 3.9 

11b 
 B 79 

A 57 
= 6 = 1.10 ± 0.5 1.45 ± 0.5 40/39 

29/28 
 29.1 ± 3.8 

12a Börjesson, 
2005  

B 22 
A 22 

UKA 3 5 1.07 ± 0.2 1.16 ± 0.2 11/11 63 ± 4 28.0  

12b 
 B 22 

A 22 
= 12 = 1.07 ± 0.2 1.24 ± 0.2 =   

12c 
 B 22 

A 22 
= 60 = 1.07 ± 0.2 1.19 ± 0.2 =   
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13 Mandeville, 
2007  

B 21 
A 21 

TKA 6 10 0.89 ± 0.2 1.05 ± 0.2 6/15 62.6 ± 7.3 32.6 ± 5 

14a Rahmann, 
2009  

B 20 
A 17 

TKAe 0.5 = 0.71 ± 0.4 0.49 ± 0.3 NA 
5/12 

70.4 ± 9.2 28.8 ± 6.2 

14b 
 B 20 

A 17 
= 3 = 0.71 ± 0.4 1.00 ± 0.4 =   

14c 
 B 20 

A 17 
= 6 = 0.71 ± 0.4 0.98 ± 0.3 =   

15a 
 B 24 

A 17 
TKAf 0.5 10 0.99 ± 0.2 0.67 ± 0.3 NA 69.4 ± 6.5 28.4 ± 4 .6 

15b 
 B 24 

A 17 
= 3 = 0.99 ± 0.2 1.14 ± 0.3 NA   

15c 
 B 24 

A 14 
= 6 = 0.99 ± 0.2 1.25 ± 0.3 NA   

16a 
 B 21 

A 19 
TKAg 0.5 10 0.76 ± 0.4 0.57 ± 0.2 NA 69 ± 8.9 28.0 ± 4.1  

16b 
 B 21 

A 19 
= 3 = 0.76 ± 0.4 1.03 ± 0.3 NA   

16c 
 B 21 

A 17 
= 6 = 0.76 ± 0.4 1.09 ± 0.2 NA   

 
= same as immediately above  d patients undergoing post-operative 

NA not available in the paper   physiotherapy 
a N number of subjects  e standard post-operative care ("ward") 

B before surgery   f post-operative aquatic treatment 

A after surgery   g post-operative water exercises 
b TKA total knee arthroplasty h number of months after the operation 

UKA unicompartmental knee  (post-operative measurement) 

  arthroplasty  i m male 
c patients also having contralateral  f female 

 radiographic signs of knee osteoarthritis j left blank where no information was given 

 

Subject characteristics 

 

The studies concerned 419 patients. Information on gender was given in 12 studies, 

with 45.7% male subjects. Age was given in all studies, with a pre-operative mean 

of 67.2 years. BMI was reported in 12 studies, with a mean value of 29.3. Disease 

severity, co-morbidity, pain, and function were each given in fewer than 10 studies, 

and were not considered in further analyses. 
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Methodological characteristics 

 

Information on distance walked was given in all studies. Most used a walkway, 

varying from 3.8-10 m, but two studies specified time walked. Multiplying these 

times by mean walking speed at the time of measurement, gave distances walked 

from 243-321 m. Pre-operative self-selected walking speed varied widely, from 

0.58 m/s to 1.13 m/s (mean value 0.93 m/s). 

None of the papers gave a correlation between pre- and post-operative 

values. In one paper (Parent and Moffet, 2002), the t-value of a paired t-test was 

reported, corresponding to an rP of 0.537 (Morris and DeShon, 2002), which was 

used for all initial calculations. 

 

 

Figure 2. Effect-sizes (vertical axis) against time (horizontal axis) in all 
comparisons of the 29 comparisons, 16 were independent  
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Meta-analyses 

 

Effect-sizes were calculated for all comparisons, and depicted against post-

operative measurement time (Figure 2). The pattern of the first five months 

suggested an increase, with considerable heterogeneity. The highest effect-size was 

found at 12 months, after which time point some decline appeared to present in 

itself. We selected 0.5-5 months after arthroplasty as “short-term”, 6-12 months as 

“mid-term” and 13 months or more as “long-term”. 

Ten studies reported short-term walking speed. Effects varied from 

significantly slower to significantly faster (Figure 3). In four studies, two post-

operative values were given. Since meta-analysis requires independent data, each 

of these four studies could be used in two different meta-analyses. Hence, there 

were 24 = 16 possible meta-analyses, which were all performed. Heterogeneity was 

always significant (mean Q = 59.7, range 52.8-66.7, P-values < 0.001), and 

random models were used. The mean ES equaled 0.21 (range -0.03 to 0.45), with 

P-values from 0.87 to < 0.001. In 4 of the analyses, the effect-size was significant 

(P < 0.05). Since between-study variance was large, with mean I2 85.1% (84.8-

85.7%), no valid estimate of the short-term effect-size could be reached. 

Ten studies gave mid-term walking speed. Effects varied from non-

significantly to significantly faster (Figure 4). In one study, two post-operative 

values were given (9b and 9c, for study numbers, see Table 1), implying two ways 

to perform the meta-analysis. The mid-term effect-size equaled 0.84 (with 9b) or 

0.83 (with 9c). There was no significant heterogeneity (Q-values < 6.0, P-values > 

0.7), and fixed effect models were used. Both estimates of the middle-term effect-

size were significant (P-values < 0.001). In the studies used for these analyses, 

walking speed increased from 0.96 m/s pre-operatively to 1.16 m/s after 6-12 

months. Since I2 equaled 0%, there was no sign of between-study heterogeneity.  

The four studies with measurements more than 12 months post-operatively 

were independent. Effects varied from non-significantly to significantly faster 
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(Figure 5). The long-term effect-size equaled 0.82, there was no significant 

heterogeneity (Q = 3.2, P > 0.1), and a fixed model was used, which revealed the 

effect-size to be statistically significant (P < 0.001). In the studies used for this 

analysis, walking speed increased from 0.80 m/s pre-operatively to 1.02 m/s more 

than 12 months post-operatively. I2 equaled 5.5%, implying low heterogeneity 

(Higgins et al., 2003). 

 

 

Figure 3. Walking speed effect-sizes in the first 0.5-5 months after knee 
arthroplasty with mean values (�) and 95% confidence intervals (horizontal error 
bars); given the large between-study variance, no valid overall estimate was 
possible; note that Weidenheilm (Weidenhielm et al., 1993b) followed two 
different groups 
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Figure 4. Walking speed effect-sizes 6-12 months after knee arthroplasty, bottom 
lines: overall effect-sizes, 95% CI 0.68-1.00 (with 9b), or 0.67-0.99 (with 9c) 
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Figure 5. Walking speed effect-sizes 13-60 months after knee arthroplasty, overall 
effect-size, 95% CI, 0.52-1.12; note that Berman (Berman et al., 1987) followed 
two different groups 

 

Rerunning the above analyses for rP-values 0.0-0.9 gave largely similar 

results. For the first five months post-operatively, heterogeneity was sometimes 

lower (70%-75% for rP 0.0-0.1), but mostly still "high". For later measurement 

times, ESs differed by not more than 7% from the initial estimates, which were, 

thus, used for the conclusion. For 6-12 months post-operatively, heterogeneity was 

sometimes non-zero (3%-28% for rP 0.8-0.9), but still "low". There was, however, 

one real difference, for 13-60 months post-operatively, with heterogeneity turning 

from "low" into "moderate" (41%-54%) for rP 0.8-0.9. 
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Meta-regression 

 

In the first five months post-operatively, between-study heterogeneity was high, 

and we performed univariate meta-regressions of post-operative time (months), age 

(years), distance walked (m), UKA vs. TKA (1 vs. 0), gender (% male), BMI, and 

pre-operative walking speed (m/s). We used the first post-operative measurements 

of the relevant studies. In the initial calculations (Table 2), the only significant 

factor was time (B = 0.39, P < 0.001), with larger effect-sizes at later times. 

Significant positive regression with time was also found in the reruns with 

correlations 0.0-0.9. 

 For 6-12 months post-operatively, heterogeneity remained low upon 

recalculation. Therefore, we did not calculate a meta-regression for this time period. 

 For measurements 13-60 months post-operatively, heterogeneity was low 

or moderate. This may warrant meta-regression, (Borenstein et al., 2009) but there 

were only four studies. Still, the question remains if functional recovery lasts over 

time, or starts to decline after a while. Meta-regression of time and time squared 

was performed for all last measurement points in the complete post-operative 

period. In the initial calculation, there was a positive effect of time (B = 0.06, P = 

0.02) and a negative effect of time squared (B = -0.001, P = 0.02), suggesting an 

initial increase of the effect-size, but a small decrease after a while. In all reruns, 

this pattern remained similar.  
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Table 2  Meta-regression of effect-sizes 0.5-5 months post-operatively 
with number of comparisons used in the analysis (k), percentage between-study 
variance (I2), the regression coefficient (B), and its P-value (P); from papers with 
more than 1 short-term comparison, only the first one was selected 
 

 

 k I2 B P 

Time  10 85.3 0.39 < 0.001 

Age 10 85.3 -0.08 0.14 

Distance walked 10 85.3  -0.001 1.0 

UKA 10 85.3 0.63 0.12 

Gender (% male) 10 85.3 -0.001 0.99 

BMI 10 85.3 -0.05 1.0 

Initial speed 10 85.3 1.82 0.14 
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DISCUSSION  

 

We performed meta-analyses of 16 studies of self-selected walking speed in 419 

patients with knee osteoarthritis before versus 0.5-5 (short-term), 6-12 (mid-term), 

and 13-60 (long-term) months after unicompartmental or total knee arthroplasty. 

None of the studies used an untreated control group. 

In the short term, between-study heterogeneity was too large for a valid 

estimate of the overall effect-size. Mid-term heterogeneity was absent or low, and 

long-term, it was low or moderate. In both latter measurement periods, patients 

walked 0.8 standard deviations faster than pre-operatively (P < 0.001).  

In meta-regression for short-term data, later measurement time coincided 

with more effect (P < 0.001). Moreover, meta-regression of the last measurement 

points of all studies revealed a positive effect of time, and a negative effect of time 

squared (both, P = 0.02), suggesting an initial increase over time, and a decrease 

after a while.  

 

Causality 

 

The lack of randomized control implies that there was "no evidence from trials" 

(Van Tulder et al., 2003). Indeed, RCTs are relatively rare in surgery (Wente et al., 

2003). Still, RCTs are certainly desirable to improve our understanding of the 

walking speed effects of arthroplasty. For the time being, we may conclude that 

patients walk faster after knee arthroplasty, while any causal inference would be 

beyond the present study. 

 

Improvement was large 

 

Mid-term and long-term effect-sizes were in the order of 0.8 standard-deviations. 

This is a "large" effect (Cohen, 1992), and the question is: Do post-arthroplasty 
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patients return to the level of their healthy peers? Walking speed in knee 

osteoarthritis was reported to be 0.16 m/s below that of healthy peers (Ornetti et al., 

2010). In the present meta-analysis, it improved by 0.20-0.22 m/s, which does 

suggest that walking speed may normalize after knee arthroplasty. To the best of 

our knowledge, no norm has been published for clinically important improvement 

of walking speed, but a difference of 0.20-0.22 m/s (= 0.7-0.8 km/h) will certainly 

be noticed by the subjects. More important, reliable meta-analytic information on 

pre-operative walking speed in osteoarthritis patients vs. their healthy peers will be 

necessary to further evaluate the above suggestion of “normalization”. 

 

Rapid functional recovery 

 

Considerable short-term heterogeneity of effect-sizes was found. At later times, 

post-operative improvement reached a plateau, which agrees with the literature 

(e.g., Kennedy et al., 2008), such as the observation of Gandhi et al., that outcomes 

of total KRare "relatively constant for 3-4 years after surgery" (Gandhi et al., 2010, 

p. 15). Clearly, different patients recover from the operation, or learn walking with 

an artificial joint, with different speed before they reach a plateau. Hence, "rapid 

recovery" (Lombardi et al., 2010; Berend et al., 2004) is a relevant topic for 

research. 

 We found time to be a significant predictor of short-term functional 

recovery, but many potential predictors of post-operative walking speed were not 

mentioned sufficiently often in the studies analyzed. There was a positive 

regression of UKA on initial recovery, but it did not reach significance, which may 

have been caused by a lack of power. Post-operative physical therapy may be 

beneficial 3-4 months post-operatively (Minns et al., 2007), but in the present 

meta-analysis, sufficiently precise information on post-operative regimens was not 

given in enough studies. In the literature, co-morbidity was reported to predict 

walking speed 2 months after the operation (Parent and Moffet, 2003), but this 
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correlation disappeared when pre-operative walking speed was included in the 

model. In the present study, pre-operative co-morbidity was not reported 

sufficiently often, but initial speed had a positive regression on post-operative 

speed, again, however, without significance. 

 

Lasting functional recovery? 

 

As predicted, meta-regression over the last measurement points of all studies 

suggested a long-term decline of walking speed. Since the last measurement point 

may have had a large influence on this result (Figure 2), we recalculated the effects 

of time without this measurement after 60 months, and still found a positive effect 

of time (B = 0.17, P = 0.002), and a negative effect of time squared (B = -0.006, P 

= 0.007). Hence, the present paper confirmed the existence of functional decline 

after a mid-term plateau (Gandhi et al., 2010). On the other hand, the number of 

long term measurement points was low. Another published study found that early 

functional advantages of UKA were retained 15 years post-operatively (Newman et 

al., 2009). So, presently, it remains unknown which factors may enhance functional 

recovery that lasts. 

 

Limitations 

 

We used four databases (MEDLINE, Web of Science, the Cochrane Library, and 

PEDro) with a limited number of search terms. We may have missed relevant 

papers, authors who found no effects on walking speed may have refrained from 

reporting it, and other forms of publication bias cannot be excluded. Note, 

moreover, that the two authors who read the papers in detail did not do so 

independently. On the other hand, this was a relatively modest study, with 

straightforward results, that were in agreement with the clinical literature. 
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There is some debate in the literature on the appropriateness of using the 

standard Q-statistic in the choice for a random or a fixed effects model (Bowden et 

al., 2011). In the present study, visual inspection of the graph, the standard Q, and 

I2, all led to the same classification of heterogeneous vs. non-heterogeneous 

subsets of effect-sizes, suggesting that the specific calculation that was used did 

not affect main results.  

An important limitation of the present study is the lack of randomized 

controlled trials, which precluded causal interpretation. Correlations between pre- 

and post-test were never explicitly given, but recalculations suggested that this 

omission did not affect the pattern of results. The number of studies analyzed was 

relatively low, and potentially relevant factors were often not mentioned, which 

made it impossible to reach any firm conclusions as to which factors enhance rapid 

or lasting functional recovery. 

 

Conclusion 

 

A meta-analysis of pre- and post-arthroplasty walking speed revealed a large effect 

6-60 months post-operatively. This effect of 0.8 standard deviations may have been 

large enough for patients to return to the level of their healthy peers. High 

heterogeneity of effect-sizes 0.5-5 months post-operatively precluded a valid 

estimate of short-term effects. Nor was there enough information to decide which 

factors enhance rapid or lasting functional recovery. 
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Abstract 

 

Patients with knee osteoarthritis often feel unstable, suffering from buckling 

(giving way) or even falling. This study aimed at characterizing such instability, 

and following it over time. We investigated treadmill walking in knee osteoarthritis, 

focusing on angular velocity of sagittal plane knee movements. Knee osteoarthritis 

patients were followed 1 year after replacement surgery, and were compared to 

healthy peers. Subjects walked at increasing speeds, and maximum speed was 

registered. To quantify stability, we calculated short-term (λS) and long-term (λL) 

Lyapunov exponents (the exponential rate of divergence, in state space, of 

trajectories originating from nearest neighbors), as well as the variability of knee 

movements, the latter just after heel contact. At each measurement session, patients 

reported how often they had fallen in the preceding period. Patients had lower 

maximum walking speed than controls, and walked with reduced variability, post-

operatively even more so. Variability was positively related to number of falls. Pre-

operatively, patients had higher λS at the unaffected side, which post-operatively  

normalized. Slow walking may serve being more cautions. Reducing variability of 

sagittal knee kinematics appears to reduce fall risk, perhaps involving paying more 

attention and/or using co-contraction. The pre-operatively higher unaffected side λS 

could result from attempts to reduce the kinematic demands on the affected leg, 

"letting go" the unaffected leg. One year after the operation, this problem with 

unaffected λS had disappeared, suggesting recovery. Further study should include 

short-term and long-term stability, as well as a quantitative measure of perceived 

instability. 
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Introduction 

 

Patients with knee osteoarthritis (OA) often report that they feel unstable 

(Fitzgerald et al., 2004). They may suffer from buckling or giving way, and even 

falling. Orthopedic surgeons use knee joint laxity to assess (in)stability, but 

recently, self-reported instability was shown to be unrelated to knee joint laxity 

(Schmitt et al., 2008). So, the question is how to objectively measure (in)stability 

in patients with knee osteoarthritis. 

After tripping, falls can be predicted from the push-off strength of the 

whole leg (Pijnappels et al., 2008). Still, falling is also related to other factors than 

force, such as visual function (Lord et al., 1991), cognitive function, and the 

overall organization of movement, e.g. reaction time (Van Dieën et al., 2005). 

Clearly, falling is a multistage process. First, the subject is exposed to a 

perturbation (maybe more so, for instance, when vision is poor). Second, the 

subject loses balance (that is, the subject fails to deal adequately with the 

perturbation). Third, the subject is not able to recover from this loss of balance 

(e.g., when muscle force is insufficient). 

Joint laxity refers to static stability, while giving way and falling occur 

during movements, thus, implying problems with dynamic stability (Reeves et al., 

2007). For "dynamic stability" of, say, walking, the question is if, after a 

perturbation, the subject continues to walk in the same way as before. Since human 

motor control is noisy (Van Gemmert and Van Galen., 1997), and the human 

environment hardly ever homogeneous, one may assume that small perturbations 

occur all the time. Hence, the degree to which the kinematics of walking remain 

the same over time can be interpreted as resulting from successful corrections. The 

effect of such corrections can be quantified with the Lyapunov exponent (Kang and 

Dingwell, 2006-a; Bruijn et al., 2009-a). 

Actually, the Lyapunov exponent (λ) estimates the velocity of divergence 

in repetitions of a process. For walking: How fast is the kinematics of the stride 
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cycle becoming different from before? The faster such divergence, the higher the 

values of λ will be, implying less stability. For walking, the typical graph (Figure 

1), with time on the horizontal, and the natural logarithm of divergence on the 

vertical axis, shows a sharp increase up to about one stride, and then flattens until it 

becomes virtually horizontal. The short term Lyapunov exponent, λS, captures the 

initial increase (up to 0.5 or 1 stride), and the long term Lyapunov exponent, λL, 

the more horizontal part of the graph (typically 4-10 strides). In other words, λS 

reveals how the system deals with (small) perturbations at the time scale of the 

single step or stride, and λL how the system does so at the time scale of several 

strides. 

 

 

Figure 1. The natural logarithm of divergence as it developed over time in a 
representative subject, walking on a treadmill at 3.0 km/h, with λS ("S" for "short") 
calculated from 0-0.5 strides (i.e., one step), and λL ("L" for "long") from 4-10 
strides. 
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Lyapunov exponents are not the only measures used to assess stability. 

Donker and Beek (2002), for instance, used variability of interlimb coordination in 

their analysis of stability. Note, however, that the relationship between variability 

and stability is far from straightforward (Li et al., 2005; Dingwell and Marin., 

2006). Variability is important to human movement (Van Dieën et al., 2001; 

Davids et al., 2006), but if it is changed, the implications are not immediately clear. 

Lack of variability in heart rhythm may reveal pathology, but an extremely 

variable heart rhythm is often lethal. In human movement, reduced variability may 

be pathological (e.g., Heiderscheit., 2000), but could also serve as a strategy to 

avoid falling (e.g., Hausdorff., 2007). Since these are very relevant issues, we 

decided to include variability in our study of gait stability in knee osteoarthritis.  

We studied treadmill walking at different speeds in knee osteoarthritis 

patients before and after replacement surgery, and assessed maximum walking 

speed, local dynamic stability (λS and λL), and variability of sagittal knee 

movements. Questions were: 1. Are these measures different in knee osteoarthritis 

patients than in controls?, and 2. Do they change after surgery? We hypothesized 

that both questions would be answered in the positive, and added: 3. How to 

interpret such differences and changes in terms of the actual stability problems of 

patients with knee osteoarthritis (i.e., falling)? 

  

Methods 

Participants 

 

Participants were recruited from three departments of Orthopedic Surgery. Patients 

with knee osteoarthritis waitlisted for replacement surgery were informed about the 

study. Exclusion criteria were bilateral knee problems, revision surgery, other 

walking disorders, or insufficient physical fitness to participate. The protocol was 

approved by the local Medical Ethical Committee, and participants signed an 

informed consent. 
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Initially, 16 patients were measured, one of whom found the measurements 

too long, and another did not undergo surgery because of cardiovascular problems. 

The remaining 14 were measured again at 6 weeks, 6 months, and 1 year after 

surgery. Moreover (Table 1), 12 age and BMI matched healthy peers were 

measured once. At each measurement session, there was a short examination, and 

subjects were asked how often they had fallen last year (first measurement session), 

or since the last measurement session (the other sessions). 

 

Table 1. Subject characteristics (age: years; height: cm; weight: kg) 

Subjects N 
Gender 

m/f 
Age 

Mean (SD) 
Height 

Mean (SD) 
Weight 

Mean (SD) 
BMI 

Mean (SD) 

OA patients:       

pre-operative 16 5/11 62.3 (10.7) 169.7 (11.6) 85.9 (16.4) 29.7  (4.1) 

post-operative 14 4/10 61.6 (10.0) 171.0 (10.0) 86.6 (17.0) 29.7 (4.3) 

Healthy peers 12    5/7 62.0 (12.6) 171.7 (10.2) 86.9 (17.2) 29.4 (4.9) 

 

Data acquisition 

 

For each subject, clusters of 3 markers (Infrared Light Emitting Diodes), fixed on 

light metal plates, were attached to the thighs, shanks, and heels with neoprene 

bands. An opto-electric system, OptoTrak™ (Northern Digital, Waterloo, Ontario, 

Canada), consisting of two 3-camera arrays, was used to record movements. 

Participants walked on a treadmill (Bonte Technology, Culemborg, The 

Netherlands) at 7 different speeds, increasing from 0.6 km/h to 5.4 km/h 

(increments of 0.8 km/h). Each speed condition lasted 4 minutes; during the last 2 
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minutes, data were recorded at 50 samples per second. Subjects were instructed to 

indicate if the speed was too high, and if so, the belt was stopped, the preceding 

speed designated as "maximum walking speed". 

 

Local dynamic stability  

 

We focused on the angular velocity of sagittal knee movements. The orientations 

of the shank and thigh segments were calculated, knee angles were expressed as 

rotations around the transverse axis, and angular velocities obtained by taking their 

derivatives. Heel strikes were inferred from the minimum vertical position of the 

average of the three heel markers, and "stride" was defined from one heel strike to 

the next one on the same side. 

For all calculations, we used custom-made MATLAB 7.0.4 programmes 

(The MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). We calculated λS and λL as proposed by 

Bruijn et al. (2009-b). The time series were first resampled, so that on average each 

stride was 100 samples in length. In healthy subjects, a minimum of 150 strides is 

required to reach sufficient precision (Bruijn et al., 2009-a), which is not realistic 

for patients, and we opted for 30 strides for each of the 7 speed levels, thus 

approaching a methodology of "multiple trials" (Kang and Dingwell, 2006-b). To 

capture the system's dynamics in sufficient detail, a 5-dimensional state space was 

constructed per subject per speed condition, i.e., the original kinematic signal 

(angular velocity of sagittal knee movements during 30 strides), plus four copies 

with time delays of, respectively, 10, 20, 30, and 40 samples. For each data point in 

state space, the nearest neighbor was identified, and the Euclidian distance between 

the two trajectories originating from these points was followed over time. The 

values of all time-distance curves were averaged per moment in time, and the 

natural logarithm of these averages was taken. For λS, the slope of the resulting 

"divergence curve" was calculated for the segment from 0-0.5 strides, for λL from 

4-10 strides. 
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Variability  

 

To quantify the variability of the angular velocity of sagittal knee movements, data 

were first time-normalized so that each stride contained 101 samples (0-100%). 

Since giving way appears to occur mostly in the beginning of the stance phase (cf. 

Hsu et al., 1985), we restricted the analysis to the first 10% of the stride cycle. For 

our measure of variability, "SD10%", we calculated between-stride standard-

deviations, which were averaged over this period per subject per speed condition.  

 

Statistics  

 

Statistical analysis was performed with SPSS 16.0. To assess differences between 

pre-operative patient values and those of the control group, General Estimation 

Equations (GEEs) were calculated, with Group as factor and Speed as covariate. 

These analyses were done for the patients' affected and the unaffected leg 

separately, while of the controls, the average of both legs was used. To analyze 

how patients changed until 1 year after surgery, GEEs were calculated with Time 

and Speed as covariates. In all cases, interactions were taken into account.  

Within the patient data, Pearson correlations were calculated between λS, 

λL, and SD10%, at the affected as well as the unaffected side. Finally, to see which 

measures of stability or variability were related to falling, GEEs were performed 

with (preceding) "number of times fallen" as dependent variable, and time as well 

as λS, λL, and SD10% as covariates. 

  

Results 

 

Of the healthy peers, one subject could not walk at 5.4 km/h. In the patients, only 

the lowest speed could be performed at all measurement points by all subjects. 

Mean maximum pre-operative walking speed of the patients was 3.4 km/h (SD 1.7), 
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after 6 weeks 2.9 km/h (SD 1.6), 6 months 4.0 km/h (SD 1.3), and 1 year 4.1 km/h 

(SD 1.7). After 1 year, maximum walking speed was significantly faster than pre-

operatively (P < 0.001), but still, one sample t-tests revealed that, at all 

measurement points, patient values were below those of the healthy peers (P-value 

< 0.02). 

 

Pre-operative differences 

 

In the pre-operative analyses (Table 2, Figure 2), we found significant effects of 

Speed (P-values ≤ 0.002), λS decreasing, and λL as well as SD10% increasing with 

increasing speed. 

SD10% was significantly lower at the patients' affected side than in the 

healthy peers (P = 0.04), while a similar difference was found at the unaffected 

side, but with borderline significance only (P = 0.07). A separate GEE revealed 

that this difference between the patients' legs was significant (intercept 0.21, P < 

0.001;  B Unaffected = 0.11, P < 0.04). 

For λS, there was a significant effect of Group at the unaffected side (P = 

0.02), where λS was higher in patients than in the healthy peers. No such effect was 

found for the affected side, while a separate GEE revealed borderline significance 

for the difference between the patients' legs in terms of λS (intercept 2.15, P < 

0.001; B Unaffected = 0.28, P < 0.06). At the unaffected side, there also was a 

significant Speed × Group interaction (P < 0.03), λS decreasing more with 

increasing speed than in the healthy peers.  
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 Figure 2. Mean values of λS (top), λL (middle), and SD10% (bottom), for the 
affected (left) and unaffected leg (right) of the patients, in comparison to healthy 
peers ("control"), during walking at 7 different speed levels. Error bars represent 
standard errors. 
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Table 2. Regression coefficients (B) from GEEs on λS, λL, and SD10%, with Speed 
as covariate (from 0.6 km/h through 5.4 km/h), and Group as factor (patients pre-
operatively versus healthy peers), separately for the patients' affected and 
unaffected leg. Non-significant P-values and the corresponding regression 
coefficients are given between brackets. Interactions without (borderline) 
significance have been left out. Note that GEE calculates regression equations, so 
that this table reads as, for instance: In the patients' pre-operative affected leg, λS 
equalled 2.15, minus 0.12  × Speed (and some components that were not 
significant) 

 

       Intercept   Speed (km/h)        Group  Speed × Group 

 model 

p-value 
 B model 

p-valuea  B model 

p-valuea  Bb Model 

p-valuea  Bb 

Affected 

λS  0.001 2.15 0.001 -0.12 (0.60) (-0.07)   

λL  0.05 0.02 0.001  0.002    0.03  -0.02 0.046  0.005 

SD10% 0.001 0.32 0.001  0.02    0.04  -0.12  

Unaffected 

λS  0.001 2.14 0.001 -0.11 0.02   0.27   0.03 -0.08 

λL  0.01 0.02 0.001  0.002 (0.11) (-0.01)  (0.05) (0.005) 

SD10% 0.001 0.31   0.002  0.03   (0.07) (-0.08)  

 

a P-values in the overall model may be different from those of the specific parameterizations 

b regression coefficients for the osteoarthritis patients. 
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There was a significant effect of Group on λL, with lower values on the 

patients' affected side than in the healthy peers (P < 0.05). At the unaffected side, 

no such effect was found, while post hoc the difference in λL between the affected 

and unaffected side turned out to have borderline significance (intercept -0.002, not 

significant; B unaffected = 0.005, P < 0.07). There was a significant Speed × Group 

interaction in the comparison with the patients' affected side (P < 0.05), λL 

increasing more with increasing speed. The same interaction was found at the 

patients' unaffected side, with borderline significance (P < 0.06). 

 

Post-operative changes 

 

Post-operatively, the same effects of Speed were found as pre-operatively (Table 3, 

Figure 3): A decrease of λS with increasing speed, and an increase of both λL and 

SD10% (P-values ≤ 0.01). 

SD10% showed a significant decrease over time in both the affected and 

the unaffected leg (P-values ≤ 0.01). These changes in time were not significantly 

different for the affected and unaffected side (P = 0.60). 

 In the unaffected leg, there were also effects of Time on λS, which 

decreased after surgery (P ≤ 0.003). There was a significant Speed × Time 

interaction, revealing that unaffected λS decreased less with increasing speed at 

later times. Post hoc it turned out that λS of the unaffected leg decreased more over 

time (P ≤ 0.001), but decreased less with increasing speed at later times (P ≤ 0.009), 

both in comparison with the affected leg. There were no significant effects of Time 

on λL. 
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Figure 3. Mean values of λS at the unaffected side (top), SD10% at the affected 
(middle), and unaffected leg (bottom), pre-operatively, and at three follow-ups, 
during walking at 7 different speed levels. Error bars represent standard errors. 
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Table 3. Regression coefficients (B) from GEEs on λS, λL, and SD10%, with Speed 
(from 0.6 km/h through 5.4 km/h) and Time (pre-operatively, after 6 weeks, 6 
months, and 1 year) as covariates. Non-significant main effects are given between 
brackets 

 

      Intercept Speed (km/h)  Time (months) Speed × Time 

 model 

p-value 
  B model 

p-value 
 B model 

p-value 
   B model 

p-value 
   B 

Affected 

λS   0.001  2.28  0.001 -0.15 (0.71) (-0.005)   

λL  (0.40) (0.004)  0.001  0.007 (0.44) ( 0.000)   

SD10%   0.001  0.27  0.01  0.03  0.01  -0.01   

Unaffected 

λS   0.001  2.43 0.001 -0.19  0.003  -0.04 0.02 0.01 

λL  (0.21) (0.006) 0.001  0.007 (0.49)  (0.000)   

SD10%  0.00  0.29 0.001  0.03  0.00 - 0.01   

 

"Prediction" of falls 

 

We calculated correlations between patients' affected and unaffected λS, λL, and 

SD10%. Relatively high correlations (Table 4) were found between the 

corresponding variables at the affected and unaffected sides, the largest for λL (rP = 

0.88), with lower values for SD10% (rP = 0.65) and λS (rP = 0.62).  

Patients reported to have fallen 21 times in the year before the first 

measurement, and 2, 7, and 5 times, respectively, in the intervals between 

measurements. The healthy peers had fallen 6 times. Because correlations between 

the affected and the unaffected side were relatively high, we performed GEEs of 

"number of times fallen" for the patients' affected and unaffected side separately. 

Only SD10% on the unaffected side was significantly related to number of times 

fallen (intercept -1.38, not significant; B = 3.41, P ≤ 0.005). For the affected side, 
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the regression model was similar, but borderline significant only (intercept -0.11, 

not significant; B = 2.04, P < 0.07). 

 

Table 4. Pearson correlations between λS, λL, and SD10%, in the patient group, at 
the affected (A) and unaffected (U) side, combining pre-operative values with 
those after 6 weeks, 6 months, and 1 year 

 

 λS λL SD10% 

A U A U A U 

λS 
A       

U 0.62      

λL 
A -0.18 -0.25     

U -0.25 -0.25 0.88    

SD10% 
A -0.24 -0.23 0.16 0.18   

U -0.14 -0.17 0.14 0.18 0.65  

 

Discussion 

 

We studied variability and stability of sagittal knee movements during treadmill 

walking in knee osteoarthritis patients before and after knee replacement, 

compared with a group of age and BMI-matched healthy peers. "Variability" was 

operationalized as mean stride-to-stride standard-deviation of angular velocity in 

the first 10% of the stride cycle. For "stability", a short-term (0-0.5 strides) and a 

long-term (4-10 strides) Lyapunov exponent, λS and λL, were calculated, i.e., the 

exponential rate of divergence of neighboring trajectories in state space. In the 

patient group, we assessed if variability and stability were related to self-reported 

fall incidents. 
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Pre-operatively, patients had a lower maximum walking speed than control 

subjects, and post-operatively, patients' maximum walking speed increased, while 

still remaining below the values of the controls. With increasing walking speed, λS 

decreased (suggesting more short term stability), while λL increased (suggesting 

less long term stability). Also variability increased with increasing walking speed. 

Pre-operative patient movements, particularly of the affected leg, were less 

variable than in the control groups. One year after the operation, patients' 

variability had further decreased. Pre-operatively, unaffected λS was higher than in 

the healthy peers. Post-operatively, unaffected λS decreased. Pre-operatively, 

affected λL was lower than in the healthy peers. Post-operatively, no effects on λL 

were found. Variability was positively related to number of times fallen. 

If now we want to interpret these results in ways that are biomechanically sound 

and clinically relevant, several questions appear to present themselves. First, what 

are the possible advantages of limiting walking speed? Second, what mechanisms 

can be used to reduce variability? And third, are λS and λL helpful to understand the 

stability problems of patients with knee osteoarthritis? 

 

Walking speed 

 

Patients had lower maximum walking speed than controls. Walking slower was 

claimed to be more stable (e.g., Dingwell and Marin, 2006; England and Granata, 

2007). Nevertheless, Bruijn et al.,'s (2009-b) recent analysis of trunk stability 

during walking suggested that this claim was ill-founded, albeit not necessarily 

wrong. In most studies, a fixed amount of time was projected into the state space, 

rather than a fixed amount of strides, but walking is a non-stationary process (cf. 

Priestly, 1991), and if more stride cycles are projected into the state space, 

Lyapunov exponents will be larger, suggesting less stability (Bruijn et al., 2009-b). 

Note that this is very different from classical estimation theory, where sample 

magnitude (at least in estimating the mean) is unrelated to bias. 
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In their analysis of trunk stability, Bruijn and his group analyzed young 

healthy subjects, and found that λS decreased, while λL increased with increasing 

walking speed. This pattern is now confirmed for sagittal knee movements in 

healthy elderly subjects, and in knee osteoarthritis patients before and after knee 

replacement. Still, Bruijn et al., (2009-b) found different patterns of speed-related 

change in different planes, and, presently, we do not know how or why λS and λL 

may change differentially. Anyhow, a possible advantage of having a lower 

maximum walking speed in knee osteoarthritis may be to keep λL sufficiently low, 

perhaps especially important for patients, given that their λL (of sagittal knee 

movements) increased more with increasing speed.  

Are there other possible advantages of having a lower maximum walking 

speed in knee osteoarthritis? Clearly not to reduce λS, because it is faster walking 

that would do so. But patients may avoid high walking speed to keep variability 

down, thereby possibly reducing the extent of self-generated perturbations. 

Recently (Abbasi Bafghi, submitted), it was emphasized that there may be many 

reasons to reduce walking speed. All in all, patients may walk slowly as part of a 

general strategy to be cautious (Dantzer, 2001), maybe creating more time to avoid 

obstacles (Buzzi et al., 2003; cf. Maki., 1997), or lessening impact and thereby 

reducing pain (Henriksen et al., 2006). Note that such a possible "strategy" does 

not, or not necessarily imply conscious cognitive involvement. In fact, we suspect 

that patients often do not know how they are adapting or why they are doing so 

(e.g., Dijksterhuis and Aarts., 2009). 

 

Variability 

 

Patients had less variability than controls. After surgery, variability was even lower, 

and reduced variability coincided with reduced risk of falling. These facts strongly 

suggest that the decrease in variability was a strategy (e.g., Hausdorff., 2007), 

rather than a sign of pathology (Heiderscheit., 2000). Pre-operative variability was 
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more reduced at the affected than at the unaffected side. In another study of 

walking with knee osteoarthritis, Lewek et al., (2006) found more frontal plane 

variability at the unaffected side (P < 0.01), the affected side not being 

significantly different from healthy controls. Perhaps, at the affected side, 

osteoarthritis initially leads to more variability, which then is actively reduced to 

the level of healthy subjects (Lewek's study) or even lower (our study). 

The fact that variability was positively related to the number of falls agrees 

with a vast literature (e.g., Maki., 1997; Hausdorff., 2007; Leitner et al., 2007). We 

found this to be significant for the unaffected leg, but only borderline significant 

for the affected leg, which may be due to proprioceptive problems, rendering the 

patients' strategy less successful at the affected side. 

Post-operatively, patients had a higher maximum walking speed, which 

implied that the associated increase in variability was no problem, or no longer a 

problem. We see this as a sign of recovery. So, it is unclear why, post-operatively, 

patients continued to reduce gait variability (for each given speed level). Maybe 

they just persisted in using the same strategy, even when it was no longer 

necessary to do so (e.g., Van Dieën., 2007). 

We do not know which mechanism(s) patients exploit to reduce variability, 

but the number of possible strategies appears to be limited. Apart from the use of 

external support (such as holding a hand rail, or walking with crutches), we are 

aware of three possible mechanisms: slowing down, paying more attention, and/or 

stiffening the joint through co-contraction. Given that gait variability often 

increases in dual tasks (Allali et al., 2008), and that attentional deficits lead to more 

gait variability (Leitner et al., 2007), one may speculate that patients reduce 

variability by paying more attention to their walking. On the other hand, Lewek et 

al., (2006) suggested that co-contraction may be used to reduce variability, that is, 

by stiffening the joint. But then, local stiffness does not necessarily increase overall 

stability (Reeves et al., 2007), and, in fact, similar is true for walking slowly, which 

implies a higher λS, and for paying more attention, which was sometimes reported 
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to increase variability (e.g., Lamoth et al., 2008). Clearly, to pinpoint the 

mechanisms underlying the reduction of variability in knee osteoarthritis, more 

research is needed, for which we recommend to include not only walking speed, 

but also attention (through dual tasks) and co-contraction. 

 

Stability 

 

Pre-operatively, the unaffected leg of the patients had a higher λS. When patients 

increased walking speed, unaffected λS decreased more than in the controls. At 

higher speed, relatively invariant feedforward control becomes more important 

(Kay et al., 2003), which may be the cause of increasing short-term stability (lower 

λS), and in our opinion, it is not surprising that this would show as "normalization" 

(Figure 2, top right) in the relatively unstable, unaffected leg of the patients. 

Anyhow, the fact that λS was relatively high pre-operatively, appears to reveal 

stability problems. In terms of mechanisms, one could think of problems with the 

intrinsic dynamics of the leg (i.e., because of osteoarthritis), or problems within the 

control system (e.g., because of reduced proprioception), but then, it would not be 

clear why the λS of knee kinematics was higher at the unaffected side. Still, patients 

may also adapt their walking pattern in order to reduce the kinetic demands on the 

affected leg (Mandeville et al., 2008), "letting go", so to speak, the unaffected leg, 

which then would lead to a higher unaffected λS, as indeed we found in our pre-

operative patients. 

In the affected leg, the patients had lower values of λL. In ACL deficiency, 

patients also had a lower λL of sagittal knee movements than their healthy peers 

(Moraiti et al., 2007), but in ACL deficiency, the unaffected leg was the most 

stable (Stergiou et al., 2004-a). In such patients, proprioceptive problems may be 

more serious than in pre-operative knee osteoarthritis patients, which may explain 

why it is more difficult to stabilize the affected leg in ACL deficiency (cf. Moraiti 
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et al., 2007). Then again, given the high correlation between affected and 

unaffected λL, the distinction between them may be relatively unimportant. 

Postoperatively, the patients' unaffected leg showed a reduction in λS. Also 

Stergiou et al., (2004-b) reported a stability increase after ACL reconstruction. We 

take this as another sign that patients actually get better. There also was a 

significant interaction, with less decrease of λS when increasing walking speed at 

later measurement times, apparently (Figure 3, top) because one year post-

operatively patients no longer had an increased λS at lower speed, having recovered 

from their stability problem. 

Of course, several of the above interpretations are speculative. If correct, 

they suggest that λS and λL really inform us about the problems patients may have 

with (self-perceived) stability. Further research should include not only λS and λL, 

but also a reliable, quantitative assessment of patients' self-perceived stability. 

 

Limitations 

 

The statistical precision of estimates of λS and λL depends on the number of strides 

projected into the state space (Bruijn et al., 2009-b), which may be an even more 

pressing problem in patients. We used not more than 30 strides per speed, but at 7 

different speed levels, and the large number of significant results suggests that 

statistical power was not a major problem in our study. 

Treadmill walking may affect variability and stability, and our results 

cannot be directly generalized to overground walking (Dingwell et al., 2001). 

Moreover, for variability and stability, we consistently distinguished between the 

affected and the unaffected leg, which may be a moot point, because the 

kinematics of either leg present themselves in part while the subject is standing on 

the other one.  

There are many measures to estimate variability and stability (e.g., Jordan 

and Newell, 2008), each with their own behavior, and findings are often confusing. 
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Lewek et al., (2006, p. 509) characterized part of their results as "somewhat 

perplexing", and we emphasize that we can just add one stone to the unfolding 

mosaic of understanding variability and stability in locomotor pathology. 

 

Conclusions and recommendations 

 

Pre-operatively, patients' maximum walking speed was reduced, probably to be 

more cautious. Patients' movements were also less variable, particularly at the 

affected leg. After surgery, variability decreased further. This reduction of 

variability was related to a reduction of fall risk. We need to better understand the 

mechanisms involved, such as paying more attention, and/or co-contraction. Pre-

operatively, the patients' affected leg had also more long term stability, but at the 

unaffected side patients were less stable per step. Unaffected stability normalized 

at higher speeds, with feedforward control coming in. Post-operatively, the short-

term stability problem could no longer be found, which suggests recovery from 

pre-operative stability problems. Further research should include the short-term 

and the long-term Lyapunov exponents, as well as quantified information on self-

perceived (in)stability, and clinical measures of instability, such as the number of 

falls. 
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Abstract 

 

Patients with knee osteoarthritis co-contract in knee related muscle pairs during 

walking. Mechanisms behind, and possible benefits of, this co-contraction are 

insufficiently clear. A heterogeneous group of 14 patients was measured before, 

and one year after, knee arthroplasty, in comparison to 12 healthy peers and 15 

young subjects, measured once. Participants walked on a treadmill at several 

imposed speeds. Local dynamic stability and variability of sagittal plane knee 

movements were calculated. The surgeon’s assessment of alignment, and patients 

self-reports on fear of movement / reinjury were used. EMG of knee related 

muscles was registered, and co-contraction time calculated. Pre-operatively, 

multivariate regression on co-contraction time was established, and post-

operatively it was assessed if predictor variables had changed in the same direction 

as co-contraction time. Patients co-contracted longer than controls, which reduced 

post-operatively. Co-contraction time decreased at increasing walking speeds, but 

less in patients with high fear of movement / reinjury. Varus alignment predicted 

co-contraction time; varus alignment had disappeared after surgery. The patients’ 

unaffected legs were dynamically unstable, and instability predicted co-contraction 

time in both legs. Post-operatively, stability normalized. Unaffected co-contraction 

time negatively predicted affected kinematic variability. Post-operatively, 

kinematic variability further decreased. Instability caused co-contraction, probably 

to stabilize the knee, which does not necessarily decrease the risk of falling. Pre-

operatively, unaffected side co-contraction reduced affected side sagittal plane 

variability of knee movements, but post-operatively, patients used another strategy 

to further reduce variability. The study did not allow establishing how or why 

varus alignment caused co-contraction. 
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Introduction 

 

Knee osteoarthritis is one of the most prevalent afflictions of the elderly, with 

patients reporting pain and functional limitations (Laxafoss et al., 2010; Kauppila 

et al., 2009). Objectively, there is a loss of articular cartilage, visible as a 

narrowing of the joint space, particularly at the medial side (Hunter et al., 2009), 

with varus alignment. Other structures are also involved, and clinical investigation 

often reveals laxity of the knee joint (Lewek et al., 2004) and/or quadriceps 

weakness (Hortobágyi et al., 2005). Patients with knee pain (Heiden et al., 2009), 

or, for instance, effusion (Torry et al., 2000), may alter their muscle activity, as do 

patients who feel unstable during gait (Schmitt and Rudolph., 2007). Over the last 

decade, muscle activation patterns in gait have drawn considerable attention in the 

knee osteoarthritis literature, and it was concluded that patients co-contract more 

than controls (e.g., Benedetti et al., 1999; Zeni et al., 2009). 

 Co-contraction may be beneficial, but can also increase joint loading, 

possibly leading to further loss of cartilage. Hence, to optimize treatment, we need 

to know why patients co-contract, that is: What is the effective stimulus for, and 

what are the possible advantages of, co-contraction? Potential answers in the 

literature mainly relate to alignment, stability, and variability. Unfortunately, the 

literature is largely observational, with cross-sectional comparisons of patients and 

healthy peers. Still, three studies assessed patients after knee arthroplasty (Wilson 

et al., 1996; Benedetti et al., 2003; Hubley-Kozey et al., 2010), some studies 

followed patients before and after high tibial osteotomy (Briem et al., 2007; 

Ramsey et al., 2007a; Ramsey et al., 2007b; Kean et al., 2009), and a few studies 

used reversible experimental manipulations (Ramsey et al., 2007a; Schmitt and 

Rudolph., 2008). 

 As to alignment, valgus perturbations in healthy subjects may increase 

muscle activity on the medial side of the joint (Buchanan et al., 1996). Ramsey et 

al., (2007a) reported that patients with more varus alignment had more co-
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contraction of VL (vastus lateralis) and BF (biceps femoris). With a neutral-

position brace, co-contraction, and the impact of self-reported instability on 

activities of daily living decreased. When the brace was removed, co-contraction 

increased again, as did the impact of self-reported instability. A role for varus 

alignment in causing co-contraction was also suggested in studies of high tibial 

osteotomy. Successful realignment decreased co-contraction of VM (vastus 

medialis) and GM (gastrocnemius medialis; Ramsey et al., 2007b), but 

unsuccessful realignment led to more post-operative co-contraction of VM and MH 

(medial hamstrings), and of VL and GL (gastrocnemius lateralis; Briem et al., 

2007). Clearly, varus alignment may cause co-contraction. 

In a study of lumbar spine stability, co-contraction was “explained entirely 

on the basis of the need for the neuromuscular system to provide the mechanical 

stability to the lumbar spine” (Cholewicki et al., 1997). Co-contraction can be an 

effective strategy to provide stability (Gardner-Morse and Stokes, 2001), but this 

was not always found for knee pathology. In anterior cruciate ligament rupture, 

“copers” may use extra contraction of a hamstring to prevent sagittal plane 

instability during gait (Boerboom et al., 2001), whereas “non-copers” were 

reported to have more general co-contraction (Rudolph et al., 2001; Lewek et al., 

2003). In knee osteoarthritis, Schmitt and Rudolph (2007) perturbed walking with 

a laterally moving platform. Before, during, and after the perturbation, subjects 

with serious self-reported instability had more VM-MH co-contraction, which 

suggests that subjective instability leads to co-contraction. Still, subjective 

instability (Fitzgerald et al., 2004) may be confounded by fear (Vlaeyen et al., 

1995; Van Galen and Van Huygevoort., 2000).  

In a study on manual tracking (Selen et al., 2006), increased precision 

demands led to more co-contraction and, thereby, reduced variability. In knee 

osteoarthritis, reduced variability of knee movements was reported several times 

(Lewek et al., 2006; Fallah-Yakhdani et al., 2010). Reduced variability may be 

harmful to the joint (Lewek et al., 2006), but increased variability suggests a lack 
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of control, and coincides with a higher risk of falling (e.g., Maki, 1997; Hausdorff, 

2007; Leitner et al., 2007). Earlier, we hypothesized that subjects with knee 

osteoarthritis co-contract in order to reduce variability (Fallah-Yakhdani et al., 

2010), which may enhance the control over knee motion (e.g., Benedetti et al., 

2003; Van Dieën et al., 2003; Kean et al., 2009; Schmitt and Rudolph., 2008). 

Some authors see co-contraction as a strategy to compensate for quadriceps 

weakness (e.g., Hortobágyi et al., 2005). When taken literally, this is a paradox, but 

maybe the argument is that a weaker quadriceps often coincides with problems of 

control (Rudolph et al., 2007), which would be visible as increased variability.  

 The present study focused on mechanisms and benefits of co-contraction 

during gait in patients with severe knee osteoarthritis, waitlisted for arthroplasty. 

Alignment, local dynamic stability, fear of movement / reinjury, and kinematic 

variability were the variables of interest. For practical reasons, the study was 

mainly limited to local dynamic stability and variability of sagittal plane knee 

movements, whereas the surgeon’s assessment of alignment was registered, and 

patients filled-in a questionnaire on fear of movement / reinjury. The study 

established if patients co-contracted longer than controls, group effects on the 

variables of interest were calculated, and multivariate analyses were used to 

determine which variables independently predicted co-contraction. Patients were 

also followed post-operatively, and it was hypothesised that predictor variables 

(from the pre-operative multivariate analysis) would change in the same direction 

as co-contraction time after arthroplasty. For stability and variability, a slightly 

different analysis of patient data and those of their healthy peers was reported 

earlier (Fallah-Yakhdani et al., 2010). 
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 Methods  

 Participants 

 

We were interested in relationships with major impact, and opted for an intensive 

study with a small number of subjects, different surgeons, and different techniques 

of arthroplasty. Pre-operatively, 16 knee osteoarthritis patients enrolled, one of 

whom was never operated, whereas another found the measurements too 

demanding, resulting in 14 patients also measured 1 year after arthroplasty. 

Exclusion criteria were: replacement of the other knee, revision, other conditions 

interfering with gait, or inability to adhere to the protocol. Patients were compared 

with 12 self-reportedly healthy peers, with similar age, gender, and BMI, and with 

15 young subjects. Orthopaedic surgeons used the Knee Society rating scale (Insall 

et al., 1989), including alignment, which was registered as varus, valgus, or normal. 

All participants signed an informed consent, and the local Medical Ethical 

Committee accepted the project. 

 

 Data acquisition 

 

Subjects filled-in the TAMPA scale for kinesiophobia (Dutch version; Vlaeyen et 

al., 1995), and VAS forms (Visual Analogue Scales) were used to indicate pain 

expected during the experiment, from 0 mm ("no pain at all") to 100 mm 

("maximal pain").  

Bilateral muscle activity of RF (rectus femoris), BF, VL, VM, GM, and 

TA (tibialis anterior) was determined with surface electromyography (EMG), in 

accordance with SENIAM recommendations (Hermens et al., 1999). Pairs of 

electrodes (H93SG, MedCat supplies, Erica, The Netherlands) were placed with 2-

cm centre-to-centre distance, and a reference electrode over the tibia. Data were 

recorded at 1000 samples/s with a Porti EMG recorder (TMS-international, 
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Enschede, The Netherlands; input impedance >1012 Ω, CMRR > 90 dB, 22 bits AD 

conversion after 20 × amplification). 

For movement registration, clusters of 3 markers (Infrared Light Emitting 

Diodes), fixed on light metal plates, were attached with neoprene bands to the 

thighs, shanks, and heels of each subject. An opto-electric system, OptoTrak™ 

(Northern Digital, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada), with two 3-camera arrays, was used 

to record movements at 50 samples/s. When the OptoTrak recording started, a 

trigger pulse was sent to the Porti for synchronisation. 

Participants were invited to walk on a treadmill. Gait parameters are 

dependent on speed, and seven speeds were used, 0.6-5.4 km/h (increments 0.8 

km/h), in increasing order. Initially, some practice time was offered to the subjects. 

Each speed was maintained during 4 minutes, with EMG and kinematics recorded 

in the last 2. Subjects were encouraged to take a break whenever they wanted, and 

were instructed to indicate if the speed was too high. If so, the belt was stopped, 

and the preceding speed was designated as "maximum". 

 

Calculations 

 

All calculations were performed with MATLAB 7.0.4 (The MathWorks, Natick, 

MA, USA). Heel strike was inferred from the minimum vertical position of the 

average heel marker, and "stride" was defined from one heel strike to the next on 

the same side. 

EMG signals were high-pass filtered at 20 Hz (second order Butterworth 

filter), bandpass filtered between 49 and 51 Hz (fourth order), full-wave rectified, 

and low-pass filtered at 20 Hz (second order). After time-normalisation to 0-100% 

of stride time, mean and maximum EMG activity was calculated. K-means cluster 

analysis of peak EMG amplitude was used to determine when each muscle was on 

or off (Den Otter et al., 2006), with number of clusters set to 5, and the cluster with 

the lowest activity defined as "off". Because level of co-contraction may be 
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confounded by pathology or pain (Mizner et al., 2005), we decided to use co-

contraction time (cf. Benedetti et al., 2003), calculated as the percentage of stride 

cycle time in which agonist and antagonist were simultaneously on, averaged over 

all strides. This was done, separately in the affected and the unaffected leg, for the 

following muscle pairs: RF-BF, VL-BF, VM-BF, VM-GM, and TA-GM. To 

determine if co-contraction time was confounded by stance time, we calculated an 

asymmetry index, as the ratio of stance times. For the young and the healthy peers, 

the numerator and denominator were selected randomly (from left and right leg) 

per subject, while in the patients, we calculated affected divided by unaffected 

stance time. 

The angular velocity of sagittal knee movements was used for local 

dynamic stability (Fallah-Yakhdani et al., 2010; Bruijn et al., 2009a,b). Per subject 

per speed condition, a 5-dimensional state space was constructed from the original 

kinematic signal during the first 30 strides, and four copies with time delays of 10, 

20, 30, and 40 samples. The Euclidian distance between the trajectories originating 

from each data point and its nearest neighbour were followed over time, averaged 

per moment in time, and expressed as natural logarithms. The Lyapunov exponent 

λS (S for "short", i.e., from 0.0 to 0.5 strides), expressing the increase of Euclidian 

distance per stride, was calculated as the slope of the divergence curve. Positive 

values imply divergence, that is, instability, with higher positive values revealing 

more instability. For "variability", the angular velocity of sagittal knee movements 

over the first 30 strides per speed was also used (Fallah-Yakhdani et al., 2010). 

Since buckling occurs mostly in the beginning of the stance phase (Hsu et al., 

1985), we used the first 10% of the stride cycle. Between-stride standard deviations 

were calculated and averaged over this period per subject per speed condition. 
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Statistics 

 

Since not all speeds could be realised by all patients, we used General Estimating 

Equations (GEE; cf. Liang and Zeger., 1986; Zeger and Liang., 1986), which can 

deal with missing values. GEEs were used throughout the study, calculating 

regression on an independent variable, for “factors” (nominal or ordinal), “co-

variates” (ratio), or their interactions. Where relevant, we used separate analyses 

for the patients’ affected and unaffected leg, whereas in the control groups, the 

average of both legs was used. For speed-dependent variables, we started with “full 

factorial” models. Non-significant high-level interactions were left out, unless a 

main effect would disappear. This was repeated through the lowest level of 

interaction. 

GEE calculates P-values in an overall model (“model effects”), as well as 

the P-values of specific factor values (“parameter estimates”), compared to a 

reference (the young for Group, pre-operative values for Time, and normal 

alignment for Alignment). We analysed the effects of Group and Speed (Table 1). 

If there was a significant effect of, or interaction with, Group, the calculation was 

repeated for the patients versus healthy peers only. For the patients, we then 

calculated the effects of Time and Speed (Table 2), and post-operative values were 

compared to the single measurements of the control groups. To determine which 

variables predicted muscle co-contraction pre-operatively, we calculated bivariate 

GEEs (speed plus one potential predictor), followed by multivariate GEEs with all 

variables that were significant in bivariate analysis (Table 3). If only one bivariate 

model a revealed significant regression, this would then constitute the 

“multivariate” model. In the text, only multivariate results are discussed. Statistical 

analysis was performed with SPSS 17.0, using P < 0.05 as threshold for 

significance. In the tables, all significant model P-values are given, plus the 

regression coefficients (B), for factors from the parameter estimates.  
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Results 

 

In the 15 young healthy subjects (4 male), age was 22.9 (3.9) years, and BMI 22.1 

(1.5). The 12 healthy peers (5 male) were similar to the patients in age and BMI: 

mean (SD) pre-operative age was 62.3 (10.7) years in the patients vs. 62.0 (12.6) in 

the controls (P = 0.88), and BMI 29.7 (4.1) vs. 29.4 (4.9), respectively (P = 0.85). 

 

 Walking speed 

 

All young subjects could walk at all speeds, but one healthy peer could not walk at 

5.4 km/h. Pre-operatively, one patient preferred to start at the second speed, which 

was the only speed realised at both measurement points by all patients. Pre-

operatively, maximum walking speed of the patients was 3.4 (1.7) km/h, lower 

than that of both control groups (P-values 0.00). Post-operatively, patients' 

maximum walking speed had increased to 4.1 (1.7) km/h (P = 0.00), but was still 

below the values of the control groups (P-values < 0.01). 

 

Speed-independent variables 

 

In the young, 1 varus, 1 valgus and 13 normal alignments were observed, and in 

the healthy peers 0 varus, 3 valgus, and 9 normal alignments. Pre-operatively, 3 

affected patient knees were classified as varus, 3 valgus, and 10 normal. Post-

operatively, no patients had varus, 6 had valgus, and 8 normal alignment. 

Pre-operative patients had more fear of movement / reinjury than the 

healthy peers, 43.5 (9.1) vs. 26.8 (7.2), P = 0.00, and the young, 31.46 (7.02), P = 

0.00. Patients also expected more pain than the healthy peers, 54.2 (22.3) vs. 7.5 

(14.9), P = 0.00, and the young, 3.67 (4.3), P = 0.00. Post-operatively, patients' 

fear had reduced, to 38.3 (6.2), P = 0.02, as had their expected pain, to 28.1 (30.3), 

P = 0.01, but values remained above those in both control groups (P-values < 0.01). 
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Co-contraction 

 

No asymmetry of pre-operative stance times was found. Co-contraction time was 

6-46% of stride time in the young, in the healthy peers 8-44%, the patients’ 

unaffected leg 20-53%, and affected leg 9-51%. In all comparisons, co-contraction 

time decreased with increasing speed (P-values < 0.001).  

Pre-operatively (Table 1), a main effect of Group was found in three 

muscle pairs, the patients (once), the healthy peers (once), or both (once) co-

contracting longer than the young. Co-contraction time decreased less with speed 

in the patients (twice), or in both the patients and the healthy peers (four times), 

than in the young. In comparisons of the patients with the healthy peers only, the 

patients co-contracted longer in unaffected VL-BF and VM-BF (Figure 1), and 

their affected as well as unaffected VM-GM co-contraction time decreased less 

with speed.  

In six muscle pairs, co-contraction time decreased post-operatively (Table 

2, c.f. Figure 2). Patients’ co-contraction was still longer than in the young in seven 

pairs (P-values < 0.05; not depicted), but there were no longer any significant 

differences with the healthy peers. 
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Figure 1.  Pre-operative between-group differences in co-contraction time (% of 
stride cycle) of the vastus lateralis and the biceps femoris (top), and of the vastus 
medialis and the biceps femoris (bottom), at the patients' unaffected side ("UN"), 
for 7 speed levels. Error bars represent standard errors. 
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Figure 2. Co-contraction time (% of stride cycle) of the vastus lateralis and the 
biceps femoris at the affected side (top, “AF”), and of the same muscles at the 
patients' unaffected side (bottom, "UN"), for 7 speed levels, pre-operatively versus 
1 year after the operation. Error bars represent standard errors. 
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Table 1: Significant regression coefficients (B) from GEEs on co-contraction time (% 
of the stride cycle), at the patients' affected and unaffected side, with Group (young 
vs. patients vs. controls) as factor and Speed (0.6-5.4 km/h, 7 levels) as covariate 
Note that GEEs calculate regression equations, and, for instance, the third row 
from the bottom reads as: co-contraction time (% of the stride cycle) of VM-GM in 
the unaffected leg equals 43.86 + 12.60 (for the healthy peers compared to the 
young, who were used as reference) – 7.56  × speed, + 3.16 × speed (for the 
patients when compared to the young). 
 
Analysisa,b Intercept Groupc Speed Interaction 

 model 
P-valued B model 

P-valued Bb model 
P-valued B model 

P-valued Bb 

Affected 

RF-BF 0.00 39.70 0.00 K:11.24 0.00 -4.11   

K vs. H 0.00 43.06   0.00 -3.26   

VL-BF 0.00 43.30   0.00 -5.38 0.02 K: 3.10 
        H: 2.30 
K vs. H 0.00 43.40   0.00 -2.76   

VM-BF 0.00 46.50   0.00 -5.75 0.00 K:3.25 
        H:2.05 
K vs. H 0.00 44.73   0.00 -3.20   

VM-GM 0.00 43.31 0.00 K:12.09 0.00 -7.35   
      H: 9.77     
K vs. H 0.00 56.45   0.00 -8.51 0.02 K:3.14 

TA-GM 0.00 33.96   0.00 -5.75   

Unaffected 

RF-BF 0.00 43.25   0.00 -5.39 0.02 K:2.78 
K vs. H 0.00 42.35   0.00 -3.01   

VL-BF 0.00 43.31   0.00 -5.39 0.00 K: 3.47 
         H: 2.30 

K vs. H 0.00 43.00 0.01 K: 9.79 0.00 -2.62   

VM-BF 0.00 46.51   0.00 -5.75 0.00 K:3.37 
        H:2.06 

K vs. H 0.00 44.61 0.02 K:  8.38 0.00 -3.16   

VM-GM 0.00 43.86 0.00 H:12.60 0.00 -7.56 0.00 K:3.16 
K vs. H 0.00 56.45   0.00 -8.51 0.00 K:4.10 

TA-GM 0.00 33.05   0.00 -5.42   
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a If the 3-group analysis (young vs. patients vs. healthy peers) gave a 
significant effect of, or interaction with, Group (both: bold), post hoc analysis was 
performed with two groups only, the patients and the healthy peers 
b  K: knee osteoarthritis patients 

  H: healthy peers. 
c The number of young controls was 15 for all speeds, there were 12 healthy 
peers for the first six speeds and 11 for the highest speed, and the number of 
patients was 15 for the first speed (with one patient who didn’t want to walk at the 
slowest speed), 16 for the second, 11 the third, 9 the fourth and fifth, 7 the sixth, 
and 4 for the highest speed  
d P-value in the overall model, which is not necessarily the same as the P-
value of any specific parameterization  
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Table 2: Significant regression coefficients (B) from GEEs on co-contraction time (% 
of the stride cycle), at the patients' affected and unaffected side, with Time (pre-
operatively vs. 1 year post-operatively) as factor and Speed (0.6 - 5.4 km/h. 7 
levels) as covariate (cf. Table 1) 
There were no significant Group × Speed interactions. Post-operatively, there were 
14 patient data at the first and second speed, 11 at the third, 10 fourth, 9 fifth and 
sixth, and 7 at the highest speed. 
 

 Intercept Time Speed 

 model 

P-value 
B model 

P-value 
Ba model 

P-value 
B 

Affected 

RF-BF 0.00 48.94 0.02   F: -3.47 0.00 -3.39 

VL-BF 0.00 48.36 0.03   F: -5.07 0.00 -2.67 

VM-BF 0.00 47.84 0.04   F: -3.99 0.00 -2.74 

VM-GM 0.00 50.17   0.00 -4.63 

TA-GM 0.00 39.33 0.01 F: -5.99 0.00 -5.90 

Unaffected 

RF-BF 0.00 48.85   0.00 -3.35 

VL-BF 0.00 52.31 0.03   F: -5.65 0.00 -2.77 

VM-BF 0.00 51.70 0.03   F: -6.18 0.00 -2.83 

VM-GM 0.00 49.79   0.00 -4.34 

TA-GM 0.00 39.41   0.00 -4.77 

 

a F: at follow-up after 1 year 
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Local dynamic stability 

 

Inspection of the graphs of sagittal plane knee movements revealed that 28 

kinematic time series (of the 304, 9.2%, all from patients or healthy peers) were 

noisy or highly irregular. We removed these from the analysis of stability and 

variability. 

Group averages of λS ranged from 2.2/stride (most unstable) to 1.4/stride 

(least unstable). In all analyses, the stability of sagittal plane knee movements 

increased with speed (P-values ≤ 0.02).  Pre-operatively, stability increased less 

with speed in the healthy peers than in the young (P-values < 0.02), and the 

patients' unaffected leg was less stable than that of the healthy peers (P = 0.03). 

Post-operatively, patients' unaffected side stability had increased (P = 0.01), and 

was no longer different from the healthy peers. 

 

Variability of sagittal plane knee movements 

 

Variability ranged from 0.21°/s to 0.44°/s. In all analyses, variability increased 

significantly with speed (P-values ≤ 0.002). Pre-operatively, the patients' affected 

(P = 0.01) and unaffected (P = 0.04) legs had less variability than the young, and 

the patients' affected leg was less variable (P = 0.03) than the healthy peers. Post-

operatively, the variability of patients' knee movements had further decreased, in 

both legs (P-values ≤ 0.02), with even larger differences between the patients and 

the control groups (P-values < 0.009). 

 

 Pre-operative predictors of co-contraction 

 

The three patients with pre-operative valgus alignment did not walk faster than the 

second speed, and were removed from the analysis of predictors. 
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In five multivariate models (Table 3), higher speed predicted shorter co-

contraction time. Varus alignment predicted longer co-contraction in three 

unaffected side models, and in one at the affected side. For varus alignment, co-

contraction time decreased more with speed in three affected side models. More 

affected side instability predicted longer affected side co-contraction time in four 

models, while more unaffected side instability predicted longer unaffected side co-

contraction time in one. In four models, instability predicted more decrease of co-

contraction time with speed. Fear of movement / reinjury was associated with less 

decrease of co-contraction time with speed in three models. Finally, less variability 

at the affected side predicted longer co-contraction time at the unaffected side in 

three models, and less decrease of co-contraction time with speed in two.  
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Table 3: Significant regression coefficients (B) from GEEs on pre-operative muscle 
co-contraction time (% of the stride cycle), at the patients’ affected and unaffected 
side, with bivariate analysis (predictor  × Speed, normal text), and multivariate 
models of all variables that were significant in bivariate analysis (bold) 
Note that the multivariate models should be read vertically. The first column, for 
instance, reads as: co-contraction time (% of the stride cycle) of RF-BF in the 
affected leg equals – 6.32 × speed (for subjects with varus alignment) + 23.74 × 
affected stability – 6.18 × speed × affected stability. 
 

  Affected Unaffected 

  RF-BF VL-BF VM-BF VM-GM TA-GM RF-BF VL-BF VM-BF VM-GM TA-GM 

Intercepta  
 

P 
B 

  0.00 
19.25 

 0.00 
36.93 

0.00 
38.82 

0.00 
52.35 

0.00 
56.44 

0.00 
55.82 

0.00 
59.54 

Speed P 
B 

0.00 
-3.14 

0.01 
-2.28 

0.00 
-9.63 

0.00 
-5.39 

0.00 
-5.58 

0.00 
-2.62 

0.01 
-1.93 

0.01 
-2.95 

0.00 
-10.31 

0.00 
-8.82 

Alignment 
 
Interaction 

P 
B 
P 
B 

 
 

0.00 
-6.32 

 
 

0.00 
-4.48 

 
 

0.00 
-5.69 

 0.04 
14.92 

0.02 
10.20 

0.00 
9.47 

0.01 
9.97 

0.00 
14.66 

0.00 
18.99 

Stability Af 
 
Interaction 

P 
B 
P 
B 

0.00 
23.74 

0.01 
-6.18 

0.00 
28.94 

0.03 
-5.71 

0.00 
16.07 

0.00 
-7.92 

0.02 
16.31 

0.02 
-9.11 

    0.02 
9.74 

0.03 
10.30 

Stability Un 
 
Interaction 

P 
B 
P 
B 

     0.00 
8.03 
0.02 

-2.47 

 0.04 
7.78 

  
 

0.00 
-7.29 

Fear 
 
Interaction 

P 
B 
P 
B 

  
 

0.00 
0.14 

 
 

0.00 
0.21 

 
 

0.047 
0.24 

  
 

0.00 
0.15 

   
 

0.00 
0.17 

 

Expected 
pain 
Interaction 

P 
B 
P 
B 

      0.02 
0.30 
0.02 

-0.06 

   

Variability Af 
 
Interaction 

P 
B 
P 
B 

  
 

0.01 
10.63 

 
 
 

0.02 
-22.24 

0.02 
9.07 

 0.01 
-21.72 

0.01 
-20.40 

 

0.00 
-30.23 

0.03 
5.62 

0.01 
-27.85 

0.01 
12.69 

 

Variability Un 
 
Interaction 

P 
B 
P 
B 

0.04 
12.33 

0.04 
11.72 

0.01 
15.65 

      0.01 
26.37 

0.02 
-14.66 

 
a Intercepts are only given for the multivariate models 
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Discussion   

 

Pre-operatively, patients co-contracted longer during walking than the healthy 

peers in two, and than the young in two other muscle pairs. Patients had lower 

maximum walking speed than controls, had more fear of movement / reinjury, and 

expected more pain. Compared to the healthy peers, sagittal plane movements were 

more unstable in the patients’ unaffected legs, and less variable in both legs of the 

patients. In multivariate models, varus alignment predicted co-contraction, as did 

local dynamic instability, and there was a negative relationship between unaffected 

leg co-contraction and affected leg kinematic variability. Post-operatively, co-

contraction time had decreased, varus alignment had disappeared, unaffected side 

local dynamic stability had normalized, and kinematic variability had further 

decreased. 

 

Methodology 

 

Patients co-contracted longer (Table 1) than the young in two, and than the healthy 

peers in two other muscle pairs. Clearly, methodological decisions affect results. 

Most studies use age-matched controls (e.g., Hortobágyi et al., 2005; Rudolph et al., 

2007), but we also controlled for BMI, which may explain why the differences 

with healthy peers were relatively small (cf., e.g., Benedetti et al., 2003). 

In the present study, co-contraction time decreased with increasing speed, 

while the level of co-contraction was reported to increase with speed (Zeni et al., 

2009). These results are not necessarily in conflict, and together may imply that at 

higher speed co-contraction is shorter but more intense. Anyhow, co-contraction 

depends on walking speed. Most of the literature reports at self-selected speed, 

which will be slower for the patients, and could bias the results. 

Different measures for co-contraction have been used: co-contraction time 

(e.g. Benedetti et al., 2003), ratios for the amount of co-contraction (e.g. Lewek et 
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al., 2004; Hortobágyi et al., 2005; Rudolph et al., 2007), or scores based on pattern 

recognition in electromyograms (e.g. Hubley-Kozey et al., 2006). Interestingly, the 

differences between these measures did not affect the finding that patients co-

contract more than controls. 

 

Co-contraction  

 

Co-contraction time was longer in the patients' unaffected VL-BF and VM-BF than 

in the healthy peers. Lewek et al., (2006) also included the unaffected leg, but 

found more VM-GM co-contraction in both patients' legs than in controls. Thus, 

unaffected leg co-contraction was reported before, but in terms of muscle pairs 

involved, these results are different. Also in patients' affected legs, different muscle 

pairs may be involved. Rudolph et al., (2007) reported more affected VL-GL and 

VM-GM co-contraction, whereas in the present study, the patients had longer 

affected RF-BF and VM-GM co-contraction, both compared to young controls. 

Hubley-Kozey et al., (2009) suggested that early stages of knee 

osteoarthritis lead to lateral co-contraction, compensating for medial problems, 

whereas later stages of osteoarthritis induce more "general co-activity" (36, p. 411; 

cf. Heiden et al., 2009). The present study dealt with severe osteoarthritis. In six 

muscle pairs, co-contraction time was shorter after arthroplasty than before, which, 

indirectly, confirms Hubley-Kozey’s idea of general “co-activity”. In patients with 

severe medial knee osteoarthritis, Lewek et al., (2004) found medial co-contraction, 

possibly reflecting "an inability of the subjects ... to control knee instability by any 

other means" (p. 750). Or, we argue, confirming that patients with severe 

osteoarthritis use general co-contraction in knee-related muscle pairs, while it may 

be impossible to predict exactly in which pairs they will co-contract. 
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Alignment   

  

Pre-operatively, 3 patients were classified with varus, and 3 with valgus alignment. 

Post-operatively, no varus alignment was found, but 6 subjects were reported as 

valgus. This, perhaps somewhat surprising result, suggests that the surgeons in the 

present study were very aware of the problem of varus alignment. 

 Pre-operatively, varus alignment predicted longer co-contraction in four 

muscle pairs. The negative interaction with speed in three models suggests that 

patients with varus alignment used longer co-contraction at the lower, but not at the 

higher speeds. Overall, the results of the present study agree with, but do not prove, 

the idea that malalignment causes co-contraction, as was suggested in the 

realignment literature (Briem et al., 2007; Ramsey et al., 2007a,b), but was not 

always found (e.g., Schmidt and Rudolph, 2008). Perhaps, patients with varus 

alignment rely more on the unaffected side, and stiffen it. At the affected side, co-

contraction may increase frontal plane stability (Bennell et al., 2008), or reduce the 

knee adduction moment (Ramsey et al., 2007a; Heiden et al., 2009). Neither of 

these potentially mediating variables was measured in the present study, and we 

conclude that patients with varus alignment co-contracted longer, whereas the 

underlying mechanisms remained unclear. 

 

 Local dynamic stability 

 

Pre-operative affected leg instability of sagittal knee movements predicted affected 

side co-contraction time in four muscle pairs, and unaffected side instability 

predicted unaffected leg co-contraction time in one, both particularly at the lower 

speeds. The pattern appears to be straightforward, with stability problems on one 

side predicting co-contraction on that same side. Regression does not prove 

causation, but the experimental literature on spinal stability (Cholewicki et al., 
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1997; Van Dieën et al., 2003) revealed that instability causes co-contraction, and 

we conclude that this is also true for the knee (cf. Buchanan et al., 1996). 

The nervous systems of knee osteoarthritis patients with stability problems 

select co-contraction in order to stabilize the knee. In the sagittal plane, co-

contraction may be a "stiffening strategy" (Childs et al., 2004; Lewek et al., 2006; 

Rudolph et al., 2007) to prevent buckling. Still, static and dynamic stability are 

very different concepts (Reeves et al., 2007), and increasing the local stability of 

the knee does not imply that the risk of falling is reduced. The opposite may be 

true, and in the control of co-contraction, a balance must be struck between its 

advantages and disadvantages. 

Interestingly, more fear of movement / reinjury predicted less decrease of 

co-contraction time with speed in three multivariate models. Hence, fear of 

movement / reinjury may be an independent factor, preventing patients to “let go” 

when they walk faster. In knee osteoarthritis, self-reported instability was reported 

to predict co-contraction (Schmitt and Rudolph., 2008), but it remains unclear what 

causes the subjective experience of instability. All we can presently conclude is 

that knee osteoarthritis patients probably co-contract in order to stabilize the knee. 

 

Variability of sagittal plane knee movements 

 

Our hypothesis that co-contraction is used to decrease variability (Fallah-Yakhdani 

et al., 2010) was confirmed by negative regressions between affected side 

variability and unaffected side co-contraction time, particularly at the lower speeds. 

Variability had further decreased after the operation, when patients co-contracted 

shorter. Thus, post-operative subjects used another strategy to further reduce 

variability. We conclude that unaffected side co-contraction reduced movement 

variability at the affected side pre-operatively, while post-operatively, the 

mechanism underlying the further reduction of variability remained unclear. 
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 Post-operative changes 

 

As predicted, co-contraction time decreased after knee arthroplasty. High tibial 

osteotomy was also reported to reduce co-contraction (Ramsey et al., 2007b), and 

in a knee arthroplasty study (Hubley-Kozey et al., 2010), significantly lower 

muscle activity was reported post-operatively. Thus, the fact that patients co-

contracted shorter after arthroplasty is in agreement with the literature.  

Our hypothesis that predictor variables would change post-operatively in 

the same direction as co-contraction, was confirmed for alignment and unaffected 

side instability, but falsified for variability. For affected side stability, the situation 

was more complex. Patients with affected side instability had longer affected side 

co-contraction, whereas there was no group effect on affected side instability. At 

the same time, patients’ nervous systems allowed the knee movements of their 

unaffected legs to become less stable, which normalized after arthroplasty. In the 

literature, the manifestations of knee osteoarthritis are known for their 

heterogeneity (Berry et al., 2010). The present study suggests, for stability, that the 

patients’ unaffected leg strategies are less heterogeneous than the problems in their 

affected legs. 

 

Limitations 

 

Treadmill and overground walking are known to be different (Dingwell et al., 

2001). Moreover, heterogeneity reduces power, but many significant results were 

found, which suggested that results were major; still, only some patients could 

reach the highest speed. Clearly, study replication is required before definitive 

conclusions can be reached. 

Maximum Voluntary Isometric Contraction (MVIC) is affected by 

pathology (Mizner et al., 2005), and may bias patient EMGs. Hence, we calculated 

duration rather than amount of co-contraction. Although different co-contraction 
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measures may have different advantages and disadvantages, the present findings 

are largely in line with studies using other measures of co-contraction. 

With surface markers in optoelectronic registration of knee movements, 

only flexion/extension can be reliably assessed (Leardini et al., 2005), and we 

refrained from estimating frontal plane stability. Nor did we measure the knee 

adduction moment. These decisions limited our potential to interpret the 

relationship between alignment and co-contraction. 

 

Conclusion and recommendations  

 

Pre-operatively, patients co-contracted longer during walking than controls. Co-

contraction time decreased with speed, but less in pre-operative patients who were 

afraid of movement / reinjury. Varus alignment predicted co-contraction time. 

After arthroplasty, varus alignment had disappeared. The mechanisms and benefits 

of co-contraction in varus alignment could not be established. Sagittal plane 

instability caused longer co-contraction, probably to stabilize the knee, without, 

however, guaranteeing greater stability of walking. Post-operatively, stability had 

normalized. A negative relationship between unaffected side co-contraction time 

and affected side sagittal plane kinematic variability, confirmed that patients may 

co-contract to reduce variability. After arthroplasty, both kinematic variability and 

co-contraction time had decreased, implying that post-operative patients used a 

different strategy to reduce variability.  

Methodological decisions, such as the selection of a control group, or 

failure to vary walking speed, will affect results in the analysis of co-contraction. It 

is recommended to take controls’ BMI into account, and to use a variety of 

walking speeds. 
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Abstract 

 

Falling is one of the most serious problems facing the elderly, and knee 

osteoarthritis patients fall more than their healthy peers. Increasing step width and 

decreasing stride time are known strategies to improve frontal plane balance during 

walking, but it is unknown whether knee osteoarthritis patients use these strategies. 

We investigated trunk motions related to gait stability and potential stabilizing 

strategies in knee osteoarthritis patients (N=16), matched healthy elderly (N=12), 

and young healthy controls (N=15). Local dynamic stability, variability and 

amplitudes of frontal plane trunk movement, and the mediolateral distance of the 

projection of the thoracic midpoint to the base of support during stance (the margin 

of safety) were determined at six gait speeds on a treadmill. Step width and the 

stride time were determined, and patients reported the number of falls during the 

preceding year. Trunk stability was decreased in both elderly groups, who both 

used wider steps and shorter strides. This resulted in a larger margin of safety in 

the healthy elderly, but in the patients the margin of safety was smaller, 

particularly on the unaffected side. These findings suggest that patients change the 

relative timing of thorax movements and foot placement, leaning over at the 

unaffected side to unload the affected leg, or as a result of affected side abductor 

weakness, and that patients lean over at the affected side to reduce loading of the 

medial side of the knee. These strategies to deal with pain, or resulting from 

abductor weakness, will compromise their balance, and may cause patients to fall 

more often. 
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Introduction  

 

Falling is among the most common and serious problems facing the elderly and 

constitutes a major cause of reduced functioning, premature nursing home 

placement, and possibly, death (van Dieën and Pijnappels 2008). The literature 

reveals that knee osteoarthritis (OA) patients fall more than their healthy peers 

(Fallah-Yakhdani et al., 2010; Levienger et al., 2011; cf. Swinkels et al., 2009).  

Gait changes in knee OA involve alterations of trunk movement 

particularly in the frontal plane. These alterations have been suggested to be aimed 

at unloading the affected knee (Mundermann et al., 2005; Hunt et al., 2008; Hurt et 

al., 2010; van der Esch et al., 2011). Due to the trunk’s large mass and its cranial 

position, control of this segment is crucial for balance in gait (Grabiner et al., 

2008). Frontal plane trunk movements may especially require tight, stabilizing 

control, as is illustrated by one of the simplest models of human walking, a 3D 

passive dynamic walking model, which requires only the frontal plane movements 

to be controlled in order not to fall over (Kuo., 1999). Moreover, in experiments in 

humans, it has been reported that visual (O'connor and Kuo., 2009) and mechanical 

(McAndrew et al., 2010; McAndrew et al., 2011) perturbations in the mediolateral 

direction have more effect on the gait pattern than perturbations in the anterior-

posterior direction. Mediolateral perturbations of gait elicit a reduction in stride 

time and an increase in step width, which have been suggested to stabilize gait in 

this direction (McAndrew et al., 2011; Hak et al., submitted). On the other hand, 

alterations in frontal plane trunk movements to unload the knee during gait in OA 

could negatively affect balance. 

A reduced stride time would limit the amplitude and/or velocity of the 

pendular frontal plane movement of the body towards the side of the swing leg 

during single stance and increased step width would allow arresting and reversing 

this movement by the new stance leg in spite of a higher amplitude and/or velocity 

(Hof et al., 2005; Hof 2008). Consequently, mediolateral foot placement is 
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coordinated with mediolateral trunk movement in gait of young and elderly healthy 

subjects (Hurt et al., 2010). Still, it is unknown whether knee OA patients increase 

cadence and step width as part of a stabilizing strategy.  

In the current study, we investigated trunk motions related to gait stability 

and potential stabilizing strategies in a group of knee OA patients, a group of 

matched healthy elderly controls and a group of young healthy adults. As 

characteristics of trunk movement related to gait stability, we used classical 

measures (i.e. thorax mediolateral amplitude, and the distance between the 

projection of this segment to the base of support), and more novel measures, such 

as variability of trunk movement and the time finite maximum Lyapunov exponent 

of trunk movement, which captures the response of this segment to small 

perturbations (Bruijn et al., 2009a).  Since stability is walking speed dependent 

(Dingwell and Marin., 2006; Bruijn et al., 2009a), and since there may be 

differences in this dependency between the different subject groups, we tested over 

a range of walking speeds.  

We hypothesized (1) that trunk motions would be indicative of less stable 

gait in OA patients compared to healthy elderly and in healthy elderly compared to 

young adults, (2) that strategies to stabilize gait would be most pronounced in the 

OA patients, followed by the healthy elderly and least in the young adults. To 

further explore the ways in which these alterations in gait may lead to an increased 

number of falls in knee OA patients, we explored the relation of trunk motion 

characteristics and stabilizing gait strategies with the number of falls reported by 

the participants and the relations between the stabilizing strategies and trunk 

movements. 
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Methods 

Participants  

 

We enrolled 16 knee OA patients from two different hospitals, waitlisted for 

KR(age, 62.3 ± 10.7 years; BMI, 29.7 ± 4.1 kg/m2), 12 elderly age and BMI 

matched healthy subjects (age, 62.0 ± 12.6 years ; BMI 29.4 ± 4.9 kg/m2), and 15 

young subjects (age 22.9 ± 3.9 years, BMI 22.1 ± 1.5 kg/m2). The study protocol 

was approved by the local Medical Ethics Committee and all participants signed an 

informed consent before measurements started.  

 

Data acquisition 

 

Clusters of 3 markers (Infrared Light Emitting Diodes), fixed on light metal plates, 

were attached to the thorax (Th3) and the heels, with neoprene bands. An opto-

electric measurement system, consisting of two 3-camera arrays was used to record 

movements, i.e., OptoTrak™ (Northern Digital, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada). The 

system was calibrated with the positive X-axis pointing forward, positive Y-axis 

upwards and positive Z-axis to the right.  

Participants walked on a treadmill (Bonte Technology, Culemborg, The 

Netherlands) at 6 different speeds, from 0.39 m/s to 1.5 m/s (increments of 0.22 

m/s). Each speed condition lasted 4 minutes; during the last 2 minutes, data were 

recorded at 50 samples/s. At each speed level, subjects were instructed to indicate 

if the speed was too high, and if so, the belt was stopped. At the beginning of the 

measurement session, subjects were asked how often they had fallen during the last 

year.  
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Data analysis   

Pre-processing 

 

For all calculations, custom-made MATLAB 7.0.4 programmes (The MathWorks, 

Natick, MA) were used. To reduce the effects of measurement noise, the data from 

the three markers within each cluster were averaged per subject per speed. These 

averaged data will be referred to as “thorax marker” and “heel markers”.  

 

Step width and stride time 

 

Heel strikes were inferred from the minimum vertical position of the heel markers, 

and stride time was defined as the time difference between two consecutive heel 

strikes on the same side. The mediolateral distance, during double stance, between 

left and right heel markers was designated as step width.  

 

Trunk kinematics 

 

To diminish the effects of non-stationarity (i.e., wandering around on the treadmill; 

Dingwell and Marin, 2006), the analysis of frontal plane local dynamic stability 

was performed on the velocity time series of the thorax marker. For variability, the 

frontal plane acceleration time series of the same marker were used (Schooten et al., 

2011).  

We calculated the short term maximum Lyapunov exponent (λS, “S” for 

short, that is, through one step), following Bruijn’s protocol (Bruijn et al. 2009a). 

The time series were first resampled, so that on average each stride was 100 

samples in length. Optimal precision (Bruijn et al., 2009b) would have required too 

many strides for the patients, and we compromised with 40 strides from each of the 

6 speed levels. To capture the system's dynamics in sufficient detail, a 5-

dimensional state space was constructed per subject per speed condition, i.e., the 
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original kinematic signal, plus four copies with time delays of, respectively, 10, 20, 

30, and 40 samples. For each data point in state space, the nearest neighbour was 

identified, and the Euclidian distance between the two trajectories originating from 

these points was followed over time. The values of all time-distance curves were 

averaged per moment in time, and the natural logarithm of these averages was 

taken. For λS, the slope of the resulting "divergence curve" was calculated for the 

segment from 0-0.5 strides.  

Frontal plane acceleration data were first time-normalized so that each 

stride contained exactly 101 samples (0-100%). Then, between-stride standard 

deviations were calculated for each time point of the stride cycle per subject per 

speed. This standard-deviation was averaged over the stride cycle, and values per 

subject per speed were used for further analysis (Bruijn et al., 2009b; Dingwell and 

Marin., 2006; Schooten et al., 2011).  

To calculate frontal plane movement amplitudes of the thorax, the 

difference between maximum and minimum excursion was calculated per stride 

per subject per speed, and these differences were averaged over strides, per subject 

per speed.   

The distance between the projection of the thorax marker on the one hand, 

and foot placement on the other, was designated as thorax “safety margin” (cf. Hof 

et al., 2005), in short dThor.  

The thorax safety margin was calculated as the difference between the 

thorax marker frontal plane position and the frontal plane position of the heel at 

each heel strike, and then averaged over strides per subject per speed. For the 

patients, dThor values were used separately for the affected and the unaffected leg, 

while in the young and in the healthy elderly, the average over the two legs was 

entered into statistical analysis. 

Statistical analysis  

Statistical analysis was performed with SPSS 16.0, with p < 0.05 as threshold for 

significance. To determine the effects of Group (knee osteoarthritis patients, 
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healthy elderly, young controls), Speed (6 levels), and their interactions, on the 

dependent variables, General Estimation Equations (GEEs) were calculated. GEE 

is a technique for repeated measures regression analysis than can deal with missing 

values. Non-significant interactions were left out. Whenever a significant effect of, 

or interaction with, Group was found, a GEE was calculated with both elderly 

groups only. Finally, whenever relevant, we performed post hoc comparisons of 

the affected and the unaffected legs of the patients.  

To determine the relationships between the number of falls reported for the 

preceding year and the dependent variables, partial correlations were calculated, 

controlling for speed, for both elderly groups (with and without OA) separately. 

Similarly, partial correlations were used to assess the relationships between step 

width or stride time on the one hand and all other dependent variables on the other 

hand, in the two elderly groups.  

Results 

Trunk movement 

 

Mean short-term Lyapunov exponents of trunk movements in the frontal plane (λs), 

which ranged from 2.3 to 2.7 per stride, were higher in both elderly groups than in 

the young adults, particularly at the lower speeds (Figure 1a; Table 1). Overall, λs 

increased with speed, but it slightly decreased with speed in both elderly groups. 

Variability of trunk frontal plane accelerations (0.2-0.3 m/s2) was affected by speed 

only, i.e. it increased with increasing speed (Figure 1b; Table 1). Thorax amplitude 

(0.05-0.12 m) was also affected by speed only, decreasing with increasing speed 

(Figure 1c; Table 1). The thorax safety margin (0.04 – 0.11 m) was largest in the 

healthy elderly (Figure 1d; Table 1), and smallest in the patients’ unaffected leg 

(Figure 1d; Table 1); overall, it decreased with speed. 
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Figure 1. Lyapunov exponents of the velocity of thorax frontal plane movements 
(A), variability of thorax frontal plane accelerations (B), thorax amplitude (C), 
thorax safety margin (including the patients’ affected leg and unaffected leg (D), in 
the three groups at all speed levels. Error bars represent standard errors. 
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Table 1. Significant regression coefficients (B) on the dependent variables, in 
GEEs with Group as factor—young vs. knee OA patients (K) vs. healthy elderly 
(H)—and Speed as covariate (0.39-1.50 m/s, 6 levels). In case of a significant 
effect of, or interaction with Group, post hoc comparisons of the patients with the 
healthy elderly were performed, and if there were different Group effects when 
including the patients’ affected and unaffected legs, a final post hoc analysis 
compared the patients’ legs. Non-significant regressions were omitted. 
 

  Intercept           Groupe     Speeda          Interaction 

 B       pb Bc pb B pb                   B 

λs of thorax 

movement 

2.30 0.00 K: 0.42 H: 0.48 0.02 0.02 0.00 K: -0.07 H: -0.08 

variability of  

 thorax acceleration 

0.21   

 

 

 

 

 

0.00 0.01   

thorax  

amplitude (m) 
0.13    0.00 -0.012    

Comparisons of the young, the healthy elderly, and the patients’ affected leg (“A”)d: 

dThor (m) 0.09 0.02  H: 0.02 0.00 -0.005    

 A vs. H 0.11 0.04 A: -0.05 0.00 -0.005 0.046 A: 0.006 

Comparisons of the young, the healthy elderly, and the patients’ unaffected leg (“U”)d: 

dThor (m) 0.09 0.00 U: -0.04  H:0.02 0.00 -0.005   

 U vs. H 0.11 0.00 U: -0.06 0.00 -0.004   

Patients’ affected (“A”) vs. unaffected leg (“U”)d: 

dThor (m) 0.07 0.00 U: -0.03      

step width (m) 0.11 0.01 K: 0.04 H: 0.04 0.00 -0.003 0.02 K: -0.005  

stride time (s) 2.05 0.00 K: -0.49 H: -0.60 0.00 -0.19 0.00 K: 0.09   H: 0.11 

 

a speed levels were coded 1-6   
b p-value in the overall model, which is not necessarily the same as the p-value of 

any specific parameterization; if there was a significant effect for one group only, 
the parameter value was given 

c apart from the post hoc tests, the reference group consists of the young: K 
compares the patients with the young, and H the healthy elderly with the young 

d dThor: minimum mediolateral distance during stance between the projection of the 
thorax marker and of the heel marker 
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e
 the number of young controls was 15 for all speeds, there were 12 healthy peers 

for the first six speeds and 11 for the highest speed, and the number of patients 
was 14 for the first speed, 8 for the second, third and fourth, 5 for the fifth  and 4 for 
the highest speed  

 

Step width and stride time 

 

Over the three groups, and over the six speeds, mean step width varied between 

0.10 and 0.15 m. It was larger in both elderly groups than in the young subjects and 

decreased with speed, more so in the patients (Figure 2a; Table 1). Stride time (1.0-

2.04 s) was shorter in both elderly groups than in the young subjects (Figure 2b; 

Table 1), particularly at the lower speeds; stride time decreased with speed, but 

somewhat less so in the elderly.  
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Figure 2.  Step width (A) and stride time (B) in three groups for all speed levels, 
error bar represents standard error 
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Correlations of number of falls with trunk kinematics and stabilizing strategies  

 

Of the 16 knee osteoarthritis patients, 6 reported to have fallen in the preceding 

year, from 1 to 6 times, with a total of 21 falls. Of the 12 healthy elderly, 3 

reported from 1 to 3 falls, with a total of 6 falls. No young subject reported any fall. 

In the healthy elderly, the number of falls was positively correlated with λs, 

variability of thorax acceleration, thorax amplitude, and thorax safety margin 

(Table 2). In the patients, the number of falls was positively correlated with step 

width and negatively with stride time. None of the correlations was high (i.e., they 

were all below 0.7).  

 

Table 2. Partial correlations of the number of falls, in the healthy elderly and in the 
OA patients, with step width, stride time, short-term Lyapunov exponent of the 
velocity of mediolateral thorax movement (λs), variability of mediolateral thorax 
acceleration, thorax amplitude, and thorax safety margin. Non-significant 
correlations were omitted. 
 

  
step 

width 

stride 

time 

Stability 

(λs) 

variability of thorax 

accelerations 

thorax 

amplitude dThor 

H r   0.29 0.32 0.38 0.33 

 p   0.03 0.02 0.00 0.01 

OA r 0.46 -0.39     

 p 0.00 0.01     

 

Correlations of step width and stride time with trunk kinematics 

 

In the healthy elderly, step width was positively correlated with thorax amplitude 

and thorax safety margin (Table 3), and stride time was positively correlated with 

thorax amplitude. In the OA patients, step width was likewise correlated with 

thorax amplitude and thorax safety margin, but the latter only for the unaffected leg. 
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In knee osteoarthritis group, stride time was negatively correlated with variability 

of thorax accelerations and positively with thorax amplitude.  

 

Table 3.  Partial correlations of step width and stride time with short-term 
Lyapunov exponents of the velocity of mediolateral thorax movement (λs), 
variability of mediolateral thorax acceleration, thorax amplitude, and thorax safety 
margin. Non-significant correlations were omitted. 

 

 step width stride time 

r P r P 

λs  thorax movement 
H      

OA     

variability thorax 
acceleration 

H           

OA   -0.50 0.00 

thorax amplitude 
H 0.50 0.00 0.68 0.00 

OA 0.52 0.00 0.47 0.00 

dThor 

H 0.53 0.00   

OA: A     

OA: U 0.54 0.00   

 

Discussion 

 

We studied trunk kinematics related to gait stability and possible strategies to 

improve balance in knee OA patients, healthy elderly, and healthy young adults. 

Both elderly groups showed reduced local dynamic stability of trunk movements in 

the frontal plane (i.e. a higher λS) compared to the young. In the healthy elderly, 

these less stable kinematics coincided with a larger margin of safety for trunk 

movements. In the OA group, less stable trunk kinematics coincided with a 

reduced margin of safety of the trunk compared to their healthy peers, and at their 
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unaffected side also than the young. Both groups showed increased step width and 

reduced stride time compared to the young.  

Local dynamic stability of trunk movements in gait may differentiate fall-

prone adults (Lockhart and Liu, 2008), and the variability of frontal plane 

movements in gait may be increased when balance is impaired (Kang and Dingwell, 

2008; Schooten et al., 2011). Recently a large retrospective cohort study confirmed 

that instability and variability of trunk movements independently contributed to the 

differentiation of elderly with versus without a history of falls (Toebes et al., 

submitted). In the present study, reduced trunk frontal plane local stability was 

found in both elderly groups. Although no effect of group was found in the 

variability of frontal plane accelerations, the p-value of this effect was 0.051 in the 

overall model, 0.08 in the comparison of the patients with the young, and 0.049 in 

the healthy elderly versus the young. Hence, the lack of a significant effect of 

group on trunk movement variability may have resulted from a lack of power 

(relatively small numbers of subjects). Both local dynamic stability and variability 

were correlated with falls in the healthy elderly. We do not know why similar 

correlations were not found in the knee osteoarthritis patients. Larger variability 

coincided with shorter stride times, particularly in the patients, while in the healthy 

elderly the p-value of this partial correlation was 0.07. Hence, it appears to be the 

case that the variability of frontal plane trunk movements is a stimulus to reduce 

stride time. 

 Larger step width and shorter stride time was found in both elderly groups, 

which is in agreement with the literature (for reviews see Tideiksaar, 1997; Lord et 

al., 2001), where both variables were suggested to reflect strategies to deal with 

balance problems (Hof et al., 2005; Hof 2008; McAndrew et al., 2011; Hak et al., 

submitted). Step width was positively, and stride time negatively correlated with 

number of falls in the knee osteoarthritis patients, suggesting that subjects with 

balance problems have larger step width and shorter stride time, but still fall more. 

We do not know why similar was not found in the healthy elderly. 
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 The margin of safety of thorax movements was larger in the healthy peers 

than in the young, but smaller in the patients’ affected leg than in the healthy peers, 

and smallest in the patients’ unaffected leg. It is somewhat difficult to interpret 

these results straightforwardly, because the safety margin is dependent upon 

several variables. In both elderly groups, thorax amplitude was positively 

correlated with step width and with stride time. Perhaps, increased stride time lead 

to increase thorax amplitude which is a problem eliciting increase step width. 

Alternatively, when subjects increase their step width, thorax amplitude may 

increase with it. Similarly, reducing stride time may limit the pendular movement 

of the body towards the side of the swing leg during single stance. Hence, thorax 

amplitude may be expected to increase when step width is larger, and to decrease 

when stride time is shorter. Accordingly, there was no overall effect of group on 

thorax amplitude. In the healthy peers, thorax amplitude was normal on average, 

the safety margin had increased with step width, and the latter two variables were 

correlated. Nevertheless, healthy peers with larger thorax amplitude, or with a 

larger safety margin, still fell more, suggesting that these subjects were not 

completely successful in the strategies they used.  

In patients, results were clearly different. Their safety margin was reduced 

relative to the young (unaffected side) and their healthy peers (both sides). This 

occurred in spite of shorter stride times and larger step widths, and suggests that 

the relative timing (coordination) of foot placement and thorax movements was 

different in the patients. The decreased thorax safety margin with respect to the 

affected leg in OA patients probably reflects leaning over on the affected leg 

during single stance, which may serve to reduce the affected side adduction 

moments, and to prevent loading the medial knee compartment in view of pain 

(Reeves and Bowling 2011; van der Esch et al., 2011), or limit the required hip 

abduction moment in view of reduced muscle strength (Hinman et al., 2010). This 

would then conflict with controlling balance during gait. Patients had significantly 

smaller safety margins at the unaffected than at the affected side, revealing that 
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patients lean over more on the unaffected than on the affected side. This may serve 

to quickly unload the affected leg at the beginning of double stance, as was 

described by Mundermann et al., (2005). An alternative explanation could be that 

hip abductor weakness, common in knee OA patients (Hinman et al. 2010), causes 

an increase in trunk sway velocity away from the affected leg during its single 

stance. Again, leaning over at the unaffected side would conflict with controlling 

balance. 

Within the patients, there still was a positive correlation between step 

width and safety margin in their unaffected legs, as was found in the healthy peers. 

This was not found in the affected legs, probably because at the affected side 

relatively lateral foot placement would load the medial side of the affected knee 

too much, and thus be painful. 

It has to be noted that the concept of margin of safety as applied here was 

based on a static analysis, considering only the position of the thorax relative to the 

base of support. Hof et al., (2005) developed the extrapolated center of mass 

concept, to incorporate the effect of velocity in the analysis. However, the present 

data set did not allow reliable estimation of the whole-body center of mass. Since 

thorax amplitude and thorax velocity during gait are likely to co-vary, this has 

probably not affected our between-groups comparisons. 

It should be noted that the correlation analyses in this study were 

explorative in nature. Causality cannot be inferred and in many cases reasonable 

hypotheses could have been formulated to explain both positive and negative 

correlations. In addition, treadmill and overground walking are known to be 

different, with respect to stability and variability of gait (Dingwell et al., 2001). 

However, we expect that this systematic effect has not biased our results. The 

statistical precision of estimates of λS (Bruijn et al., 2009b) and gait variability 

measures (Owings and Grabiner, 2003) depends on the number of strides analyzed. 

To avoid a too large effort for the patients, we used not more than 40 strides per 
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speed, but at six different speed levels. The fact that significant results were found 

for stability suggests that statistical power was not a major problem in our study. 

 

Conclusion  

 

In comparison to young healthy adults, elderly with and without knee OA used 

wider steps and shorter strides, presumably to stabilize gait in the frontal plane. In 

the healthy elderly, this resulted in an increased margin of safety of the projection 

of frontal plane thorax position relative to the base of support. However, the knee 

osteoarthritis patients mainly used another strategy, changing the relative timing of 

thorax movements and foot placement, which led to a leaning over, mostly at the 

unaffected side. This may be a strategy to quickly unload the affected leg at the 

beginning of stance, or it may result from abductor weakness, whereas at the 

affected side, leaning over is probably a strategy to reduce loading the medial side 

of the knee. Hence, patients appear to prioritize pain, or suffer from abductor 

weakness, and their leaning over will compromise their balance, which may be the 

reason they fall more often. 
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General Discussion  

 

Walking speed has been associated with clinical (e.g., comorbidities) and 

subclinical conditions (e.g., atherosclerosis or inflammatory status) and potentially 

could quantify overall health status (Cesar M., 2011). Reduced walking speed and 

other walking difficulties have been reported to be associated with poorer self-

reported health (Jylhä et al., 2001), and weakness (Friedman et al., 1988). Walking 

speed is also reported to be a predictor of future functional dependence, and 

mortality (Ekstrom et al., 2011). Walking speed is an easily accessible screening 

tool to obtain insight into a patient’s functional capacity and safety (Fritz and 

Lusardi, 2009) and it may be suitable to monitor recovery.  

In Chapter 2, a meta-analysis on the effect of Knee Replacement (KR) on 

walking speed in osteoarthritis patients was reported. Large heterogeneity of 

effect-sizes on the short-term after surgery was found, which posed a problem in 

the estimation of effect size. At later times, post-operative improvement reached a 

plateau. Clearly, different patients recover from the operation, or learn walking 

with an artificial joint, at a different speed before they reach a plateau. Meta-

regression analysis yielded significant effects of time and time squared, suggesting 

initial improvement and then a decline of walking speed after KR. Hence, the 

present paper confirmed the existence of functional decline after a mid-term 

plateau (Gandhi et al., 2010), for which aging and co-morbidity could be possible 

reasons.  

Meta-analysis revealed that osteoarthritis patients walked on average 0.8 

standard deviations faster than pre-operatively, which is a large effect (Cohen, 

1992). Therefore the question is if the walking speed normalized after KR. It has 

been reported that walking speed in knee osteoarthritis was 0.16 m/s below that of 

healthy peers (Ornitte et al., 2010). The meta- analysis indicated post-surgical 

improvement of 0.20-0.22 m/s, which does suggest full recovery of walking speed 

after KR. 
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  In our study on a small group of osteoarthritis patients, we found reduced 

maximum (Chapter 3) and comfortable walking speed (ES=1.5) in the patients 

compare to healthy peers (Figure 1), which improved one year after KR (ES=0.4) 

but still maximum though not comfortable walking speed was significantly lower 

(ES=0.96) than in healthy peers. After two and half years the patient’s maximum 

speed improved further (ES=0.7) and there was no significant difference with 

healthy peers anymore. But at that measurement time four subjects had dropped 

out, which may have biased that result. We concluded that KR has a large effect on 

walking speed, possibly large enough for return to the level of healthy peers.    

In Chapter 3, we reported that increasing gait speed coincided with a 

decrease of λs of knee sagittal plane movement, while λL as well as variability 

increased. We do not know how or why λs and λL change differentially. λs of trunk 

movement in gait is a predictor of fall risk, while λL is not (Lockhart et al. 2008; 

Toebes et al., submitted). This suggests that λs is a more relevant measure of 

stability. However, for knee stability it is at present unknown which measure is 

more meaningful. Anyhow, a possible advantage of having a lower maximum 

walking speed in knee osteoarthritis may be to keep λL sufficiently low (more 

stability), perhaps especially important for patients, given that their λL (of sagittal 

knee movements) increased more with increasing speed. In addition, higher 

walking speed coincided with higher variability of sagittal knee movement and 

with an increased λS and variability of frontal plane trunk movements, while the 

trunk safety margin decreased. Hence patients may avoid high walking speed to 

keep variability of both knee and trunk movement down, thereby possibly reducing 

the extent of self-generated perturbations and/or to maintain sufficient stability and 

safety margin of trunk movements. Finally, patients may walk slowly as part of a 

general strategy to be cautious (Dantzer, 2001), which in addition to having 

beneficial effects on stability may allow more time to avoid obstacles (Buzzi et al., 

2003; cf. Maki, 1997), and lessen impact forces on the affected leg and thereby 

reduce pain (Henriksen et al., 2006). Note that such a possible ‘‘strategy” does not, 
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or not necessarily imply conscious cognitive involvement. In fact, we suspect that 

patients often do not know how they are adapting or why they are doing so (e.g., 

Dijksterhuis and Aarts, 2009). 

 

 

Figure1. Comfortable and maximum walking speed in the patients (pre-operatively 
and post-operatively after 6 weeks, 6 months, 1 year and 2.5 years), their healthy 
peers control, and the healthy young subjects (T-bars represent standard-
deviations). 

* significant difference with  pre-operation scores 

The second aim of this study (Chapter 3) was to determine the effect of 

knee osteoarthritis on knee kinematics and also the effect of KR on knee 

kinematics. Pre-operatively patients had less sagittal plane knee variability than 

controls particularly on the affected side. Within the patient group, reduced 

variability coincided with lower falling risk. Post-operatively, patients continued to 

reduce gait variability. Maybe they just persisted in using the same strategy, even 

when it was no longer necessary to do so (e.g., Van Dieën, 2007). Note that these 
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facts strongly suggest that the decrease in variability was a strategy (e.g., 

Hausdorff, 2007), rather than a sign of pathology (Heiderscheit, 2000).  

Pre-operatively, sagittal plane knee movement of the unaffected leg of the 

patients was more unstable (higher λS) than that in healthy peers. The fact that 

dynamic stability of the knee was relatively low pre-operatively appears to reveal 

stability problems, but is remarkable that it was in the unaffected leg. There are 

some possible interpretations to explain instability in the unaffected leg. To reduce 

variability in the affected leg, patients may have paid selective attention to the 

affected leg while “letting go” the unaffected leg. Also performing corrections with 

the unaffected leg to limit variability of knee movement in the affected leg around 

foot placement may have resulted in lower unaffected leg stability. Another 

interpretation can be that the affected leg influences the kinematics of the 

unaffected leg during swing and at foot placement. Finally we found (Chapter 5) 

that patients showed more pronounced frontal plane trunk sway toward the 

unaffected leg, which may disturb stability of the unaffected leg. One year after the 

operation, this problem with unaffected leg stability had disappeared, suggesting 

recovery, but trunk movements at follow-up remain to be investigated.  

The third aim of this thesis was to investigate co-contraction as a potential 

compensatory strategy to deal with problems in control of knee movement in 

osteoarthritis patients. It has been reported that patients with knee osteoarthritis co-

contract in knee related muscle pairs during gait (e.g., Benedetti et al., 1999; Zeni 

et al., 2009). In Chapter 4, we explored the mechanisms behind and possible 

benefits of co-contraction. In two muscle pairs of the patients’ unaffected legs, co-

contraction time was longer than in the healthy peers. More unaffected leg co-

contraction has been reported before (Lewek et al., 2006; Rudolph et al., 2007), but 

in terms of muscle pairs involved, these results are different. The presence of more 

pronounced lateral trunk sway toward the unaffected leg in the patients (Chapter 5) 

could be an explanation of longer co-contraction in the unaffected leg.  
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After KR, co-contraction time decreased in six out of ten muscle pairs, 

which is in agreement with the literature (Ramsey et al., 2007b; Hubley-Kozey et 

al., 2010) and indirectly confirmed the idea of general co-contraction in severe 

knee osteoarthritis patients (Hubley-Kozey et al., 2009).  

Pre-operative multivariate regression analysis showed that varus alignment 

predicted longer co-contraction, patients with varus alignment using longer co-

contraction. This result is in agreement with the realignment studies that suggested 

that malalignment causes co-contraction (Briem et al., 2007; Ramsey et al., 

2007a,b). According to the literature plausible benefits of increased co-contraction 

for alignment are an increase of frontal plane stability (Bennell et al., 2008), or 

reduction of the knee adduction moment (Ramsey et al., 2007a; Heiden et al., 

2009). However the relation between alignment and co-contraction was found 

mainly for co-contraction on the unaffected side. Therefore, a speculative 

explanation may be that worse alignment of the affected leg coincides with more 

pronounced trunk frontal plane sway toward the unaffected leg.  

Instability of sagittal knee movements on one side predicted more co-

contraction on the same side. While regression does not prove causation, the 

experimental literature on spinal stability (Cholewicki et al., 1997; Van Dieën et al., 

2003) revealed that instability may cause co-contraction, and we conclude that this 

is also true for the knee (cf. Buchanan et al., 1996). Increased co-contraction in 

terms of stability in the sagittal plane may be prevent buckling by stiffening the 

knee (Childs et al., 2004; Lewek et al., 2006; Rudolph et al., 2007). Although static 

stability does not necessarily improve dynamic stability (Reeves et al., 2007), we 

conclude that osteoarthritis patients appear to co-contract in order to stabilize the 

knee.   

In Chapter 3, we found reduced sagittal knee movement variability and 

suggested three possible mechanisms to reduce the variability: slowing down, 

paying more attention (Leitner et al., 2007; Allali et al., 2008), and stiffening the 

joint through co-contraction (Lewek et al. 2006). In Chapter 4, we investigated the 
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relationship between muscle co-contraction and variability of sagittal knee 

movement. Multivariate analysis revealed negative regressions between affected 

side variability and unaffected side co-contraction time, particularly at the lower 

speeds. Patients may need to stiffen their unaffected leg by having longer co-

contraction to achieve precise foot placement of affected leg. Variability decreased 

further after the operation, when patients co-contracted shorter. While we conclude 

that pre-operatively, unaffected side co-contraction reduced affected side sagittal 

plane variability of knee movements, the post-operative findings indicate that this 

explanation is incomplete. The reduction of co-contraction and variability post-

operatively may be due to pain reduction and correction of malalignment, while a 

mechanism other than co-contraction to reduce variability of knee movement 

remained operative, or started to be operative.  

Our final aim was to study trunk kinematics related to gait stability and 

strategies used to stabilize gait in elderly knee osteoarthritis patients (Chapter 5), 

healthy elderly and healthy young adults. Trunk movements were less stable in 

both elderly groups compared to young adults and, in line with previous literature 

(Toebes et al., submitted; Lockhart and Liu 2008), instability was positively 

correlated to the number of falls in the healthy elderly.  

The elderly groups used wider step and shorter stride than young subjects. 

Larger step width and shorter stride time in the elderly have been reported in the 

literature before (Tideiksaar., 1997; Lord et al., 2001), and have been proposed to 

reflect strategies to deal with balance impairments (Hof et al., 2005; Hof 2008; 

McAndrew et al., 2011; Hak et al. submitted). We found partial correlations of the 

probability of falling with both step width and stride time in the patients suggesting 

that osteoarthritis patients who had experienced more falls used these strategies 

more. This would then appear not to be successful, or insufficiently successful.  

Widening steps and shortening strides in elderly groups resulted in an 

increased horizontal distance of the thorax to the base of support in healthy elderly 

(thorax safety margin), but in patients this distance was smaller than in healthy 
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elderly. The healthy elderly probably increased their thorax safety margin mainly 

through increasing step width, as the partial correlation between thorax safety 

margin and step width in this group suggests. The smaller safety margin in patients 

occurred in spite of shortened stride times and increased step widths; it appears that 

the patients had altered step-by-step coordination of foot placement with trunk 

movement in terms of balance control.  

The decreased thorax safety margin with respect to the foot of the affected 

leg in osteoarthritis patients probably reflects leaning over on the affected leg 

during single stance, which may serve to reduce the affected side adduction 

moment, to prevent loading the medial knee compartment and associated pain 

(Reeves and Bowling 2011; van der Esch et al., 2011), or limit the required hip 

abduction moment in view of reduced muscle strength (Hinman et al., 2010). This 

would then conflict with controlling balance during gait. Patients had an even 

smaller thorax safety margin at the unaffected than at the affected side, revealing 

that they lean over more towards the unaffected leg, which may reflect a strategy to 

quickly unload the affected leg at the beginning of double stance, as described by 

Mundermann et al., (2005). An alternative explanation could be that hip abductor 

weakness, common in knee osteoarthritis  patients (Hinman et al., 2010), causes an 

increase in trunk sway velocity away from the affected leg during its single stance. 

The combination of a reduced local stability and a reduced safety margin may 

underlie the higher fall risk in knee osteoarthritis patients.  

 

Conclusion 

 

Patients walked slower than their healthy peers, probably to be more cautious. 

Compared to healthy peers, they had lower variability of sagittal plane knee 

movement particularly in the affected leg. Variability was positively related to the 

number of falls, suggesting reduced variability as a strategy instead of a 

pathological sign. Pre-operatively patients stiffened their unaffected leg by longer 
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co-contraction, possibly to reduce affected leg variability, while post- operatively 

they probably continued to use an additional strategy to precisely control 

movement of the affected knee. Patients showed more instability and increased co-

contraction in the unaffected leg, revealing that the unaffected leg may reflect 

affected leg impairments.  

KR had a large effect on walking speed, possibly large enough for return to 

the level of healthy peers, but recovery was slow, with changes occurring at least 

up to 1 year after surgery. After surgery, patients improved in terms of knee 

stability and muscle activation, whereas they continued to reduce variability. 

Patients with varus alignment co-contracted longer as did patients with more 

instability. Patients appear to co-contract to stabilize the knee, which does not 

necessarily decrease the risk of falling.  

Elderly with and without knee osteoarthritis had lower frontal plane trunk 

stability than young subjects. Both elderly used wider steps and shorter strides, 

which resulted in an increased thorax safety margin in the healthy elderly, but in 

the patients the thorax safety margin was smaller than in the healthy elderly and  

the margin was smallest on the unaffected side. These findings suggest that step-to-

step coordination of foot placement relative to upper body movement is altered in 

knee osteoarthritis patients and that strategies, which unload the affected knee, 

such as avoiding external adduction moments and rapid unloading of the affected 

leg, conflict with balance control, which may explain the increased fall risk in 

patients. 
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The aims of this thesis were to provide insight into functional limitations in knee 

osteoarthritis patients and in recovery after knee replacement; therefore we 

investigated the walking speed in knee osteoarthritis patients as the most reliable 

and easy measure of function. In Chapter 2, a meta-analysis of effect of KR on 

walking speed revealed large heterogeneity of effect- size on the short-term after 

surgery, which was a problem in the valid estimation of overall effect size. But in 

latter periods KR has a large effect on walking speed, possibly large enough for 

return to the level of healthy peers. Meta-regression analysis gave significant 

effects of time and time squared, suggesting initial improvement and then decline 

of walking speed after knee replacement, probably because of the presence of co- 

morbidity and aging. A possible advantage of having a lower walking speed in 

knee osteoarthritis patients may be to keep λL sufficiently low (more stability), also 

patients may avoid high walking speed to keep variability of both knee and trunk 

movement down, thereby possibly reducing the extent of self-generated 

perturbations and/or to maintain sufficient stability and safety margin of trunk 

movements.  

In Chapter 3, we compared gait kinematics and objective stability between 

osteoarthritis patients and controls, and followed patients for 1 year after knee 

replacement.  Patients walked with reduced variability of sagittal knee movement 

compared to healthy peers, particularly on the affected side, post-operatively even 

more so. Variability was positively related to number of falls in the patients. The 

results of this study suggested that reduced variability is a strategy rather than a 

sign of pathology.  

Pre-operatively, sagittal plane knee movement of the unaffected leg of the 

patients was more unstable than in the healthy peers. There were some possible 

interpretations to explain instability in the unaffected leg. Patients may have paid 

selective attention to the affected leg while “letting go” the unaffected leg. Also 

performing corrections with the unaffected leg to limit variability of knee 

movement in the affected leg around foot placement may have resulted in lower 
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unaffected leg stability. Another interpretation can be that the affected leg 

influences the kinematics of the unaffected leg during swing and at foot placement. 

Finally patients showed more pronounced frontal plane trunk sway toward the 

unaffected leg, which may disturb stability of the unaffected leg. One year after the 

operation, this problem with unaffected leg stability had disappeared, suggesting 

recovery, but trunk movements at follow-up remain to be investigated.  

Chapter 4 focused on muscle co-contraction in knee osteoarthritis patients. 

In two muscle pairs of the patients’ unaffected legs, co-contraction time was longer 

than in the healthy peers. The presence of more pronounced lateral trunk sway 

toward the unaffected leg in the patients could be an explanation of longer co-

contraction in the unaffected leg. After knee replacement, co-contraction time 

decreased in six out of ten muscle pairs, indirectly confirmed the idea of general 

co-contraction in severe knee osteoarthritis patients. Patients with varus alignment 

used longer co-contraction, mainly on unaffected side muscles. Therefore, a 

speculative explanation may be that worse alignment of the affected leg coincides 

with more pronounced trunk frontal plane sway toward the unaffected leg. 

Instability of sagittal knee movements predicted more co-contraction. Patients co-

contract probably to stabilize the knee, which does not necessarily decrease the risk 

of falling. 

In Chapter 3 we hypothesized that osteoarthritis patients probably reduced 

their sagittal knee movement variability by stiffening their knee via muscle co-

contraction. We found negative regressions between affected side variability and 

unaffected side co-contraction time, particularly at the lower speeds. Patients may 

need to stiffen their unaffected leg by having longer co-contraction to achieve 

precise foot placement of affected leg. Variability decreased further after the 

operation, when patients co-contracted shorter. The reduction of co-contraction and 

variability post-operatively may be due to pain reduction and correction of 

malalignment, while a mechanism other than co-contraction to reduce variability of 

knee movement my also become operative.  
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In Chapter 5 we studied trunk kinematics related to gait stability and 

possible strategies to improve balance in knee osteoarthritis patients, healthy 

elderly, and healthy young adults. Both elderly groups showed reduced local 

dynamic stability of trunk movements in the frontal plane (i.e. a higher λS) 

compared to the young. In comparison to young healthy adults, elderly with and 

without knee osteoarthritis used wider steps and shorter strides, presumably to 

stabilize gait in the frontal plane. In the healthy elderly, this resulted in an 

increased margin of safety of the projection of frontal plane thorax position relative 

to the base of support. However, the knee osteoarthritis patients mainly used 

another strategy, changing the relative timing of thorax movements and foot 

placement, which led to a leaning over, mostly at the unaffected side. This may be 

a strategy to quickly unload the affected leg at the beginning of stance, or it may 

result from abductor weakness, whereas at the affected side, leaning over is 

probably a strategy to reduce loading the medial side of the knee. Hence, patients 

appear to prioritize pain, or suffer from abductor weakness, and their leaning over 

will compromise their balance, which may be the reason they fall more often. 
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Samenvatting 

 

Het doel van de in deze dissertatie beschreven studies was het verwerven van 

inzicht in de functionele beperkingen bij knie-arthrose, en in het herstel na 

knievervanging. We analyseerden de loopsnelheid van knie-arthrose patiënten als 

de meest betrouwbare en makkelijk te meten maat voor functie. In hoofdstuk 2 

toonde een meta-analyse van de effecten van knievervanging op loopsnelheid een 

grote heterogeniteit van de effecten op de korte termijn na de operatie, waardoor 

het niet mogelijk was tot een geldige schatting te komen van het effect. In latere 

perioden blijkt knievervanging een groot effect te hebben op loopsnelheid, 

mogelijk groot genoeg om terug te keren naar het niveau van gezonde 

leeftijdsgenoten. Metaregressie-analyse liet significante effecten zien van de tijd en 

van de tijd in het kwadraat, hetgeen een aanvankelijk herstel van de loopsnelheid 

suggereerde, maar later na de operatie weer een achteruitgang, vermoedelijk 

vanwege de aanwezigheid van co-morbiditeit en vanwege het verouderen. 

Langzamer lopen zou als voordeel kunnen hebben dat de lL voldoende laag blijft 

(meer stabiliteit). Patiënten kunnen de loopsnelheid ook laag houden om de 

variabiliteit van de bewegingen van de knie en van de romp beperkt te houden, 

waardoor er mogelijk minder sprake zal zijn van zelf-gegenereerde perturbaties 

en/of om rompstabiliteit te handhaven, met een voldoende veiligheidsmarge voor 

de bewegingen van de thorax. 

In hoofdstuk 3 vergeleken we de kinematica tijdens het lopen en de 

objectieve stabiliteit van knie-arthrose patiënten met een controle-groep, en 

volgden we patiënten één jaar na knievervanging. In vergelijking tot gezonde 

vrijwilligers liepen de patiënten met minder variabiliteit van hun sagittale 

kniebewegingen, vooral aan de niet-aangedane zijde. Na de operatie was dat zelfs 

meer het geval. In de patiëntengroep was er een positieve correlatie tussen de 

kinematische variabiliteit en het gerapporteerde aantal malen vallen. De resultaten 

suggereren dat de afname van de variabiliteit een strategie is, en niet een teken van 
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pathologie. 

 De sagittale vlak bewegingen van het niet-aangedane been van de 

patiënten waren minder stabiel dan bij de gezonde leeftijdsgenoten. Verschillende 

interpretaties van deze instabiliteit van het niet-aangedane been zijn mogelijk. 

Misschien letten patiënten vooral op het aangedane been, en ”laten” ze het niet-

aangedane been maar “gaan”. Het is ook mogelijk dat patiënten correcties 

uitvoeren met het niet-aangedane been om de variabiliteit van het aangedane been 

rond hielcontact te verminderen, en dat dit resulteert in minder stabiliteit van het 

niet-aangedane been. Een andere interpretatie is dat het aangedane been de 

kinematica van het niet-aangedane been beïnvloedt gedurende de zwaaifase en bij 

hielcontact. Tenslotte, patiënten helden meer over in het frontale vlak aan de niet-

aangedane zijde, hetgeen nadelige effecten zou kunnen hebben op de niet-

aangedane stabiliteit. Een jaar na de operatie was dit probleem met de stabiliteit 

van het niet-aangedane been verdwenen, hetgeen herstel suggereert, maar post-

operatief moeten de rompbewegingen nog worden geanalyseerd. 

De focus van hoofdstuk 4 was op co-contractie van spieren bij knie-

arthrose. In twee spierparen aan de niet-aangedane zijde was de co-contractietijd 

langer bij de patiënten dan bij hun gezonde leeftijdsgenoten. Het naar opzij 

overhellen aan de niet-aangedane zijde zou hiervan een verklaring kunnen zijn. Na 

de knievervanging verminderde de co-contractietijd in zes van de tien onderzochte 

spierparen, hetgeen een indirecte bevestiging is van het idee dat er bij ernstige 

knie-arthrose sprake is van gegeneraliseerde co-contractie. Patiënten met een 

varusknie co-contraheerden langer, vooral aan de niet-aangedane zijde. Een 

speculatieve verklaring hiervan zou zijn dat de varusstand leidt tot meer overhellen 

aan de niet-aangedane zijde. Instabiliteit van knie-bewegingen in het sagittale vlak 

was een voorspeller van co-contractietijd. Patiënten co-contraheren vermoedelijk 

om de knie te stabiliseren, hetgeen overigens het valrisico niet noodzakelijkerwijze 

vermindert. 

 In hoofdstuk 3 formuleerden we de hypothese dat patiënten met knie-
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arthrose de variabiliteit van hun sagittale kniebewegingen verminderen door hun 

knie met co-contractie stijver te maken. We vonden een negatieve regressie tussen 

variabiliteit aan de aangedane zijde en co-contractietijd aan de niet-aangedane 

zijde, met name op de lagere snelheden. Wellicht verhogen patiënten de stijfheid 

van het niet-aangedane been om een precieze plaatsing van de voet aan de 

aangedane zijde mogelijk te maken. Na de operatie verminderde de variabiliteit 

nog meer, terwijl de patiënten minder lang co-contraheerden. Het post-operatieve 

minder worden van de co-contractietijd en de variabiliteit zouden het gevolg 

kunnen zijn van het minder worden van de pijn en van de correctie van de 

varusstand, terwijl andere mechanismen dan co-contractie ook een rol kunnen zijn 

gaan spelen in het verminderen van de variabiliteit. 

In hoofdstuk 5 bestudeerden we de rompkinematica in relatie tot de 

stabiliteit van het gaan en mogelijke strategieën om de balans te handhaven. Dit 

werd onderzocht in patiënten met knie-arthrose, hun gezonde leeftijdsgenoten, en 

gezonde jong volwassenen. Beide groepen ouderen hadden een verminderde lokale 

dynamische stabiliteit van de rompbewegingen in het frontale vlak (een hogere lS) 

in vergelijking met de jong volwassenen. Beide oudere groepen maakten bredere 

stappen, en hadden kortere staptijden, vermoedelijk om de stabiliteit van het gaan 

in het frontale vlak te bevorderen. In de gezonde leeftijdsgenoten leidde dit tot een 

grotere veiligheidsmarge—een grotere afstand tussen de projectie van de frontale 

vlak positie van de thorax tot het steunvlak. Knie-arthrose patiënten gebruikten 

echter vooral een andere strategie, waarbij ze de relatieve timing van de 

thoraxbewegingen ten opzichte van het plaatsen van de voet veranderden. De 

patiënten helden over in het frontale vlak, vooral aan de niet-aangedane zijde. Dit 

zou een strategie kunnen zijn om het aangedane been snel te ontlasten aan het 

begin van de standfase, of het zou het gevolg kunnen zijn van abductorzwakte, 

terwijl overhellen aan de aangedane kant vermoedelijk een strategie is om de 

belasting van de mediale zijde van de knie te verminderen. Het lijkt dus zo te zijn 

dat patiënten de pijn prioriteren, dan wel lijden aan abductorzwakte, en het 
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overhellen in het frontale vlak maakt hun balans kwestbaarder, waardoor ze 

wellicht vaker vallen. 
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